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Spring Orchestra Concert 
Wednsday, 8:00 P. M. 
VOL. XX. 
Ueacbers <to liege 1Rews 
Columbia M edafist 
Wir111er, 1935 "TEI.IL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1935 
/CPA First Place 
1931-32-33-31-35 
Glee c:ub Concert 
Friday, 8:00 P. M. 
NO. 26 
NEWS WINS FIRST PLACE IN ILLINOIS PRESS CONTEST 
·Orchestra Will 
Present Annual 
Spring Concert 
...•••...•...... , •......•.••.......•.........•...... Eastern State 
Will Be Host to 
/CPA Meeting 
.•...•.•.•••..••••••••.......••.......••........•..• Eight Awards in 
Individual Fields 
Also Captured 
MEN'S CHORUS ARRANGES 
THREE APPEARANCES IN 
BLOOMINGTON, MATTOON 
Association President 
The Men's Chorus has a full sched-
Program to Be Given in Auditor- ule which includes two program at 
i~ 'Yednesday Night Under I ~attoon and an appearance at Bloom-
DirectiOn of R. W. W eckel. mgton in the next two weeks. 
Alexander Summers and Vincent 
Kel~y Chosen as Heads; Year 
Books Are Admitt ed. 
Sessions, Dinner-dance, Luncheon 
Feature Meeting at Carbondale 
Friday and Saturday. 
Tonight the chorus will sing for the 
PUBLIC IS INVITED Rotarian convention in Mattoon, at ADVISER G&OUP FORMED CLARIFY FREEDOM POINT 
--- which the trio, composed of Mr. Stov-
The annual spring concert by the ed, Mr. Weckel and Mr. Koch played Eastern state Teachers college w'ill 
College orchestra will be given this last night. The two-day convention 'is be host to the fourteenth annual con- The Teachers College News won the 
Wednesday night at 8 o'clock in the climaxed tonight and a number of vention of the Illinois College Press best newspaper award of the Illinois 
auditorium under the direction of R. Charleston people will attend. Association in 1936, as a result of College Press Association for the fifth 
W. Weckel. There will be no admis- Mr. Koch has announced the num- unanimous vote of delegates at the consecutive year at the organization's 
sion charge and the public, as well as bers to be sung as follows: March of two-day session in Carbondale Friday annual convention in Carbondale Fii-
students and faculty members, have the Guard, Out of the Night and Rose and Saturday. Officers elected to ex- day and Saturday. Eight individual 
been cordially invited to attend. of My Heart. ecute the 1936 convention are Alex- awards for superior contributions in 
Numbers by Bach Promised - ander Summers, Charleston, president; specialized divisions of journalism were 
The orchestra will open the program Sunday, May 12• the entire chorus, Vernon Crane, Carbondale, vice-pres- won by the News and its staff writers. 
with a suite by Bach, arranged by will sing at the Baptist church in Mat- ident; and Vincent Kelly, Charleston, Individual Prizes Captured 
Clark. This particular arrangement toon, the Reverend Mr. Lively preach- secretary-treasurer. In addition to winning first place in 
consists of eight short numbers in the er. Year Books Are Incorporated newspaper competition, the News placed 
following order: I-Little Prelude; II- On May 17 the chorus will make a Two measures enlarging the organ- second for editorial improvement and 
Polonaise; III-sarabande; IV-Min- trip to the Bloomington conference of ization will make duties of the college second for improving its business de-
uet; V-Gavotte; VI-a Chorale; VII State Teachers Colleges and sing a and the News as hosts more preten- pa.rtment. Leallyn Clapp in standard-
-Bourree; and VIII-March. Numbers group of numbers to be announced tious than ever before in history of the izing advertising rates was responsible 
II, III, IV, V, and VIII are old forms later. press group. Year book sections of n- MISS MARGARET SERVEY for the latter, while publication of 
of dance-tunes, so this may be termed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..... linois colleges were incorporated into numerous and successful special edi-
a Dance SUite. In contrast to the Bach the association and granted equal ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"""""" tions brought the editorial improve-
Suite, the orchestra's second number N b S rights of the newspaper division. Ad- ment award to the News. The Varsity 
will be anoth~r dance, this time a wild urn er ystem visibility of creating this new depart- Quincy G. Burris C~ub Formal ad placed third in the ad-
and fantastic number by Saint-Saens: ment was discussed at the dinner- vertisement division. An editorial con-
the Danse Bacchanale from the Opera Speech Is Given dance held in Paducah, Kentucky, Fri- Tells Tau Del t s cerning the coordination of the News 
"Samson and Delilah." There is, nev-1 day night. It was voted into exist- and Warbler staffs, written by Alex-~rtheless,· a_ flowing melody in 4-4 time 
1 
By fiske Allen ence at the farewell luncheon satur- Qf Story T d I ander Summers, placed first in its 
m the middle section of this number, day upon a mot'ion presented by John ren s I section. Mrs. Mildred Kedley's review 
which offsets the wildness of the re- Wyeth, business manager of the Warb- of two books by James Hilton won sec-
mainder of the piece. ''If Man Had Twelve Fingers, ler. Newly-elected officers of the as- &nglish Instructor Describes Short ond in the "critical article" competi-
Mozart to Be Featured! Number System Would Cor- sociation stated Saturday that special Story as ''Standardized • • and tion. Virginia Cottet Snider and J. 
After the intermission the orchestra respond,,, He-States. eff.orts will .be made to welcome year , , Caitned.,, Poems Given Paul R~ed were awarded second place 
will bring the program to a close with ___ book heads to membership. ' · for the1r contrasting reviews of the 
the playing of the last chord of the "H d b bo "th t 1 Alberto Salvi perform Mi s · "Jupiter" Symphony No. 41 by Mozart. f. a man eeldn hrn WI webeve Adviser's Group Is Organized I "The short story has undergone the ance. ss md-
. , mgers, we wou ave a num r A second group the Association of l er also won honorable mention for her 
This work IS one of Mozart s finest or- system based on twelve instead of ten" Illinoi·s C 11 J, 1. Ad . same timid and unhealthy growth that article about the frogs of Lake 
: . . . 1s e en s a e m a a on urn- was organized Friday night w'ith the 1g usmess as nown with the result Ahmoweenah. Chestral compositions. Similar to most I F. k All t t d . t lk "N ' o ge ourna Ism VIsers b. b . h k I 
symphomes, this one IS m movements b s t , t th M th t· Cl b that the "canned" or standardized short I Awards Are Evenly Distributed 
opening ~with an allegro vivace. In: er t·ys ewmsd a d e a ema 1cs u following officers: Miss Ruth Taylor, mee 1ng e nes ay evening. DeKalb presi·dent· Robert Doan story has developed," stated Quincy The majority of prizes in the four-
place of the second movement the or- , ' , chestra will substitute the "Largo" "Furthermore, this number system Bradley, vice-president; F. L . Andrews, Guy Burris at a meeting of Sigma Tau teen divisions were distributed among 
from the New World Symphony by , ~.rould have been much more conven- Charleston, secretary; Miss Esther M. Delta and Writer's club Thursday eve- the News, the Carbondale "Egyptian," 
Dvorak. Then will follow the third 1ent than our present system. AI- Power, Carbondale, treasurer. ning. Mr. Burris traced trends in short "Bradley Tech" of Peoria, the "Augus-
movement of the Mozart Symphony, though we· have become used to our The date for the 1936 convention story writing fr·om Poe's works to pub- tana Observer" of Rock Island, and 
M nuetto· and the fourth movement, system based on ten, it is really a has not yet been established, and is lications in current periodicals. He "Greetings," student puo.:cation at 
Fi~ale--Allegro molto. clumsy tool for the mathematician," subject to the convenience of the host pointed out that standardized writing <Continued on Page 10) 
Mr. Allen continued. The speaker college. results in a high general level of 
I 
proved his statement by building up technique but makes for stifling of 
Speech Contest S a system based on twelve and using it Sophomore Picnic originality and artistry. He co~end-Offered by Debate in arithmetical processes and divisi- I ed the efforts of present day, high-type 
• bil'ity tests. "However," Mr. Allen con- Set for Saturday I magazines in breaking away from set 
Club Tuesday N1te eluded, "do you think we will ever -- writing f•o•rmulas. After his talk, Mr. 
Final Meeting of 
Current Year Held 
By Epsilon Pi Tau 
I 
have this improved method? No, not The sophomore class will hold its an- Burris read "The Idiot," by Arnold 
Fourteen entrants took advantage of in a thousa.nd years, not until a gen- nual spring picnic at Twin Lakes, Bennett. Members of Eps'ilon Pi Tau met 
the speech contest g'iven last Tuesday 1 eration of twelve-fingered people ap- Paris, saturday afternoon. Donald Rose Marie Megaw gave a brief re- Wednesday evening in the Practical 
evening in the auditorium. The con- pear." Cavins, class president, announces that sume of the life of Hamlin Garland. Arts Building for the final regular 
test was sponsored by. t?-e Deb~te Club, I At the same meeting of the Mathe- the party will leave here at 5 p. m. Florence Wood chose incidents in the meeting of the year. 
one of EI's latest add1t10ns to Its c~ta- matics club, plans for a picnic Wed- Sophomores will be permitted to invite life of Lew Sarret and presented them, The group approved of a petition 
logue of some thirt~-three ~rgamz.a- nesday, May 29, were discussed. Pres- guests but will be required to pay the together with some of his poems. After submitted for the installation of an 
tions. It was the frrst affarr of Its ident Harold Diel also appointed a standard cost of each guest. the program, the new members of the .Epsilon Pi Tau Chapter at the Gar-
kind evere given here. committee to nominate officers for Mr. Cavins also states that if weath- organizations took an aptitude test · de- negie Institute of Technology, Pitts-
Richard. Bromley, president of I next year. Officers will be elected at er is inclement the affair will be post- signed to search out creative ability in burgh, Pa. 
the club mtroduced the speakers and the next meeting on May 15. poned. young writers. Mr. Landis, industrial arts head., 
announced the winners. Winners of ' presented a paper on "Combination~ 
the events were: Declamation, Wilbert of Courses Taught by Industrial In-
Cummins; Poetry, Florence Duncan; ul·gh School 'ournalr.sts l~Tl·ll 118eet uere T'hr·s Saturday structors in Illinois." Mr. Landis' pa-
Humorous Reading, Rachel Boley; Or- fli J4 YY l lY.I~ fl~ .I J per was the result of recent research 
ation, Juanita Brown; Dramatic read- which he finished. In the report he 
ing, Violet French; Extemporaneous, Eastern State and the News will be to be entered will be classified as fol- Charleston Daily Courier and Minor brought that 'industrial arts and phy-
Glen Cooper. host saturday to annual convention lows: (a) mimeographed sheets; (b) L. Smith of the Hartman-Jefferson sical Education was the most preva-
Messrs. Robert Shiley, Franklyn An- of the association which was formed a papers which are sections of city pa- Printing Company of Springfield, TIL lent combination taught by industrial 
drews, Donald Alter, and Kevin Guin- pers; (c) publications of schools of arts instructors while industrial arts 
agh acted as judges for the contest. year ago by a group of high school enrollment up to 250; (d) publications Following the banquet, TC high and geography was the least common. 
of schools of enrollment of 250-500; 
(e) publications of schools over 500 
enrollment. 
school will be host to the delegates at 
the annual Sophomore-Senior dance 
in the gymnasium. This event which 
will be free to the delegates, will have 
an orchestra to be announced on the I 
program of the day's events. 
journalists in this section of Illinois. 
Their purpose was to further the in-
terest in journalism and to improve 
the standards of high school news-
papers. 
Hiram F. Thut Will 
Be Science Speaker 
A talk, "Rambling Through Texas," 
will be given at the Science club meet-
ing Wednesday evening at 7 :00 by 
Mr. Hiram Thut oof the botany depart-
ment. Mr. Thut made an Easter trip 
through the South with his wife, whose 
. home state is Texas. His talk, during 
which he is expected to exhibit some 
interesting vegetable fossi'ls brought 
from the South, will occupy the first 
part of the meeting, and Gerald Trim-
ble will use the remaining time with a 
longer talk on "Quacks." He will ex-
pose some of the popular patent medi-
cines which are gaining favor with the 
people and making fortunes for the 
quacks. 
The main activities of the day's 
meeting will center around round-
table sessions, a paper judging con-
test, and a banquet. The round-table 
discussion groups will be divided into 
;roups of editors, business managers, 
and advisers. These will in turn be 
subdivided into those in each who are 
interested in the publication of an-
nuals. The contest for papers and 
yearbooks will be conducted as part 
of the convention, the awards to be 
made at the evening banquet. This 
year for the first time, schools having 
annuals are admitted to membership 
and are eligible to enter the contest 
along with the news sheets. The papers 
The banquet, which is to be held in 
Pemberton Hall at 7 p. m. is sponsor-
ed by the News and is being served 
by members of the Home Economics 
department. The delegates from the 
visiting schools, the guest speakers, 
members of TC high school and the 
News members will be present at the 
banquet. The main speaker of the 
evening will be Professor R. R. Bar-
low of the School of Journalism at the 
University of Illinois. For some years 
he has spoken at numerous newspaper 
meetings and only recently was on the 
program of the meeting of the Illinois 
Press Association which is made up of 
editors and publishers of newspapers 
from the entire state. Other speak-
ers will be Benjamin Weir of the 
Several high schools have already 
signified their intentions of attending 
the convention or at least entering 
papers in the contest. A total of at 
least s'ixty high school journalists will 
probably participate in the session of 
the Association. TC High, which was 
last year chosen president of the group 
will have charge of the business meet-
ing. Margaret Servey, editor of the 
high school page in the News, will 
pres'ide at this meeting and at the 
banquet. Other officers in the asso-
ciation are held by Robinson and 
Bridgeport which are vice-president 
and secretary respectively. 
Gordon Is Selected 
To Head Roundtable 
Eugene Gordon of Casey was elected 
to head the tenth district of the In-
dustrial Arts Roundtable at a meeting 
in the Practical Arts building wed-
nesday evening. Wayne P. Hughes of 
the local department was chosen as 
secretary. 
H. E. Phipps, retiring president, was 
in charge of the meeting - the final 
one of the year. Chief topic of com-
ment was centered on plans for the 
roundtable meetings next year. 
The general topic of discussion was 
on the topic, "Looking Forward." E. J. 
Harrison of Pana and R. W. Sharp of 
the EI industrial arts department, con-
tributed most to discussion 
VOL. XX. 
High School Press 
Meeting Saturday WIQr ~'lur nub ~nlb Nrws 
"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1935 
Sophomore-Senior Party 
Saturday, 8:30 P. M. 
NO. 26 
Junior-Senior 'Limited' Carries Guests 
To Banquet at US Grant Saturday Nite ·r COLONEL 
Program for Eastern Illinois HS Press 
Convention Here Saturday Announced 
Train Crew-Engineer, Conduc-
tor, Brakemen - Have Their 
Say at Honorary Fete. 
CASHEW 
Science Academy Is TC Represented at Address by Prof. R. R. Barlow Is One Feature ; All-day Meeting 
Incorporates Variety. 
--- Mr. Rothschild received a big surprise ---
Held at Bloomington ! · j Neoga's Play Day 
By A Passenger The Illinois Junior Science Academy ! ~he other ~ay when he st_uck .his head I Twelve girls from TC attended Play On May 1 the Eastern Illinois High 
At 6:30 p. m . train time, on Satur- meeting was held in Bloomington on m economlCs class and mqmred how Day at Neoga Saturday where there School Press Convention, inaugurated 
day, May 4, the Junior-Senior Limited many seniors skipped assembly. Who ' last year in the interests of on-coming Friday. TC's two representatives were do you think answered? None other were representatives from five other pulled into the US Grant Hotel. The journalists, will be h eld at EI. Forty 
depot was filled with about sixty-five Rosemary McArthur and Claude Dur- than our model A student. Now Rob- schools. Every team participated in schools from all over the state have 
TC celebrities, who later attended the gee. They were accompanied by one ert Osbor-ne knows how it feels to be a volley ball, ping pong, bowling, hold the been invited and many papers to be 
banquet served in the main dining of the club sponsors, Mr. Harold Cav- naughty boy. fort, scavenger hunt, and relays. The judged before the convention Saturday 
room. ins. I Ben Winter had to be severely re- teams were divided according to co~ors have already been received. 
The general theme of the dinner was Louis A. Astell, general chairman, di- ~ primanded by the management of the given at registration, rather than one The program has been outlined as 
carried out by the four large electric rected the program following the an- Hotel u. s. Grant at the banquet Sat- school participating against another. follows: 
trains placed on the tables as center ndual business mhee
1
tding. A r?un~, tahblet 1! urday night. Ben was speeding up and During the intermission and noon 12 :30_2:00 _Registration in the Re-iscussion was e concernmg W a down in the elevator. hour the girls danced and played pieces. Each guest received a small I ception Room. 
aluminum-colored train as a favor. The M~ke~ a Science Club Effective." At John Oliver received a prosperity let- basketball. Pictures were taken of each 
this time two students, de.legates from . ter the other day, and immediately grouo. A stunt was prepared by each, 2:00-2:30 - Margaret Servey, presi-green place cards were appropriately 1 d t t ' D B d 
. L' 't d" Kankakee and West Chicago, spoke. mailed five letters t o himself with a a yell prepared, and a captain elected. en ' opens mee mgs. r. uzzar 
named the "Junior-Senwr Imi e · R M Aith t d talk 1 g·ives "welcome" speech. 
osemary c · ur presen e a • dime inclosed in each one. on re- Lunch was served in the building. At 
Unfortunately, R. G. Buzzard, Presi- "Field Trips a M eans of Making 1 ceiving them he was so delighted with 4 o'clock points for different sports 2:30-4:00 - General session in the 
dent of the Road, and 0 . L. Railsback, s · Cl b w k Eff t· " Th I ' · b ·1d· t b · · c1ence u or ec Ive. en his success that he took himself to the were added up by the judges and mam m mg. Round a le discussions 
the Conductor, were unable to take the Philip Wehner, honorary vice-presi- show and treated himself to a bag of awards were pr.esented. Presidents of will be divided into three groups, (1} 
trip. However, Mr. Rothschild, Super- dent, delivered a summary. peanuts. visiting GAA's were introduced and annuals, with John Wyeth as chair-
intendent, addressed the travelers in a (Z) 'th R w ·1 The annual banquet was held in the Ray '"Bower and "Roister Doister" songs were sung. man, newspapers, WI oy 1 -
clever style, speaking of his "exper- h · · ted b L 11 Cl First Methodist church. Charles H . McMOl'ri·s had a ll'ttle rubber mouse in Four girls from TC were on the son c airman asslS Y ea yn app ience with flyer freight trains, limit- d M t s (3) ad · Behre, Jr., president of the Illinois i' economics class the other day to fright- winning team: Margaret Chamberlin, an .argare ervey, Vlsers, 
eds, and hand cars." St t ad t ·th M A d t· h · a e A.c. em~, presen. ed awards for I en the girls with. The girls were all Ruth Rains, Freda Berry, and Mildred WI r. n rews ac mg c airman. 
Nina Teft, toastmistress, introduced th h b t d 1 ed th I 4 00 4 3 M t Se 
. e ex 1 1 s Isp ay m e gymnas- too smart, but a certain student teach- Baker, who was elected captain of that : - : 0 - . argare . rvey op~ns 
each speaker with a catchy little verse. mm. I er fainted dead away, and Mr. Alter group. Gertrude Foltz was chosen to the general busmess meetmg. ElectiOn 
Engineers Claude Durgee and Bob l h th f t ' ·d t t k 1 
• 
had to fan him all the rest of the per- ead ano er team. o nex years presi en a es pace. 
King discussed their ups and downs S h E 
for the year 19.35. The latter suggest- op s to ntertatn I iod. 4:30-5:30- Tour of the campus and 
S • S d I When Bob King's 15 year old goat I LATIN PLAYS TO END ., the college print shop. ed that the juniors might profit by the eniors on atur a y I died, Freda Berry and Ruth Rains. felt ACTIVITIES OF GROUP 7:00 - The News Convention Ban-
seniors' mistakes. 
Miss Ruth Wilkins and Miss Lena I so sony for Bob that they sent him a quet in the dining room of Pemberton 
t d Attention, seniors! Get out your co.rn, 'I large bunch of tulips and lila. cs in Bill's Latina Manus will end its activi'ti'es Hall. Guest speaker, Professor R. R. B. Ellington, as Firemen, presen e 
speeches. The former quoted a recipe plasters and Sunday go to ~eetm · memory. Too bad that Bill couldn't for the year on May 13 with a program Barlow, adviser to the Illinois Press As-
clothes. The sopho. mores are. gom,,g t_ o appreciate them, but it was generally of Latin plays. Latin 3 will present sociation, will speak. The awards for from the magazine Life that she had 
attempted to abide by in planning her pop the long awaited questwn, Will agreed that Bob should have eaten "Mala Carmina " Latin 6 "Rex Helvet- the best annuals and papers will be pre-
talk. Miss Ellington recited a short you come to our party?" 
1 
them, just as Bill would have done had iorumt and L~tin 12 "Ira Nymphar- sented. The newspapers are divided 
poem as her contribution, while Don- The gym will be transformed into the 
1 
he been her·e. urn ." Synopses will be given in Eng- into three classes, (1) those printed 
ald R. Alter, the Conductor, discussed Aragon ballroom where Wayne King lish, preceding each play. Any one in- independently, (2) those which are sec-
his duties in that capacity. (Roy Martin t o you) will entertain POEMS, TALKS FEATURE terested is cordially invited to attend. tions of a larger paper, and (3) those 
The Brakeman, Vi.!'gintaHeinlein, and from 8:30 to 11 :30 on the night of May FRENCH CLUB MEETING that are mimeographed. 
Aline Claar, gave humorous remarks 11. Members of the press convention 9:00 - The members of the News 
pertaining to some of those people wnich will be held the same day will L' Alliance Francaise met Monday Members of the cast of "The P atsy" Convention will be invited t o the 
present. be admitted free of charge. TC fresh- afternoon at 3:30 at the home of Mar- ~ were the gue~ts of. Charleston Hi:gh Sophomore-Senior prom held in the 
Following the banquet a dance was men and juniors will be admitted at guerite Sunderman. Beatrice Widger School at their semor class play Fri- gymnasium. 
held in the same r oom. Mr. and Mrs. the speclal rate of thirty five cents a and Robert Hallowell spoke on Car- day, May 3. The presentation was I --------
F. A. Beu, Mr. and Mrs. Dona~d Roths- couple. Outsiders may come for sixty casonne. Several poems were read in "Pals First," a mystery comedy in three Flowers are the perfect gift for 
child, and Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. cents per couple. French. Plans were formulated for the acts. I mother.-Lee's Flower Shop. Phone 39. 
Alter acted as chaperones. annual banquet which will be held at 
wee wonders the last of the year. The theme of 
OBJECTIVE TESTS TO 
BE GIVEN THIS WEEK 
How smart is TC? How does it rank 
with other schools? Mr. Cook and Mr. 
Rothschild will answer this question 
after the general objective tests that 
will be given to the whole high school 
on Monday and Tuesday. 
Those who find it impossible to take 
these tests at the scheduled time will 
have an opportunity to take them 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 
four to six o'clock. 
The following schedule will be fol-
lowed today: . 
8:00-9:05- Literature (jrs. and srs.), 
Algebra and Geometry. 
Chapel. 
10:45-11:50 - Latin I and II and 
government. 
1:00-2 :05 - General science, biology 
and physics. 
2:15-3:20 - History and economics . 
The next high school assembly will 
be held May 16. 
the banquet will be a trip aboard the 
What do you think of the new danc-
ocean liner, "Normandie." 
ing c!ass for TC's bashf'uls? CALENDAR OF COMING EVENTS-
D ky D "W. 1 1 t May 24- Field Day, followed by the uc . ~gee-- . e ga s are P e~ Y \ annual Junior-Senior picnic. 
pleased-It s a bout trme we were gettmg M 27 Cl · ht d 1 t 11 b ak , , ay - ass nig an as a -a re · h. h h 1 t Ig sc oo par y. 
May 28 and 29 - Examinations. 
May 31 -Commencement. 
GRADUATION SALE on our Entire Stock of American Watches Rings 
Necklaces, Vanities, Cigarette Cases, Shirt Sets, Bracelets, Dre~ Sets' 
and all orur Big Stock of High Quality Jewelry. We will Save yo~ 
money on yom· Graduation Gifts. 
WATCH OUR WINDOWS 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY & SON 
THE LEADING JEWELER Katsie Kincaid - " I haven't seen 
them yet, but I think that Mr. Mc-
Comas would make a beautiful adagio 
dancer." +t-lll-1111-ll-di - IU-IIII - III- II-MII - 111-IM-11- Mit- MI- III- II- IU- Itfl - 111-ll- ll- 11- ll- 111-ll - ll- 11-tll-111-ll-tll---ttt--ll-ti-II-II-JI-I + 
so~i:g·:;ii'i::~d~~·~;n~~~u~v~~~ J CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS l 
one is getting along fine. Maybe we'll +•-.. - ••- ••- .. - ••- ••- .. -••-••- ••- ••- •"- ,_ .. _ ,,_,,_,._,._,._,,_,._,._ ,._,,_,,_ +•-u_,._,._,._,,_,._ ,,_,._,._,._,,_.,_~ 
have a Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715 DR. W. B. TYM !!office P hone 43 R es. Phone 114f 
yet!" · 
Frances Shafer - "It's about time J . A. OLIVER, M. D. DENTIST DR. W. E. SUNDERl\IAN 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat DENTIST 
they were snapping out, of it. Good Charleston National Bank Bldg. I Hours: 8. to 12-1 to 5 
luck to them. Mr. Hobbs ought to Charleston National Bank Bldg. I People's Drug Store Bldg. 
teach them some rhumbas." Charleston, Ill. Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 Charleston, Ill. 
Pauline Smith- "I won't think any-\ 1 1 
thing until I see some samples Satur- +•-..-.n-••-n-11-ll-••-n-u-n-••-n-+ •-••- u-•1---n- u- n-ttl- ni-11-Uto- ·lf- 11- 11+ •ctl -11-u-n-••-·i-11-tl-11-11-11-11-•tf 
day night It's most unbelievable " DR. 0. E. HITE 11 DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE !1 DR. CLINTON D. SWI·CKARD Ruth Henry - "They'd be swell OPTOMETR~C EYE SPECIALIST 
Gertrude! Foltz - "P ersonally, I 1st National Bank Bldg. Alexander Bldg. : 2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p.m 
dancing the continental." DENTIST I j Office Hours 9:00 to 12: '0 a. m. anc 
I 
haven't noticed any bashfuls, but if North Side Square 1 
REGISTRATION FEE Is Offi H 8 12 1 5 
' 
Phone 340 • 604 ¥2 Sixth St. you mean people learning to dance, I ce ours: - - - 1 
LOWERED FOR 1935-36 think t hey're m aking some gallant at- Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629 Frames Repaired-~Lenses Duplicated I Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 
i tempts." +·----·~-··-~~-··-ar-1,_1,_,,_.,_111_ .... _-i-._ ,,_ .. ,_ .1_ ,,_ .... _,.,_14•-••-••-~•-••-••-•+ ·••-•t.!-··-·~-··-••-••-••-·~-··-·•-••-•tf Come to TC! We're 0. K.! The reg- 1 
istration has been lowered to $3.50. Writers' club will meet this (Tues- DR. J. R. ALEX~TDER DR. {i, E. DUNCAN : DR. N. C IKNAYAN 
Girls may take sewing and cooking. Mr. day) evening at 7 :3o. Aline Claar is 516% Sixth St. OCULIST !office Hours 8 to i2:15 & 11:30 to 6:1f 
Van Horn is the new coach, chemistry, in charge of the programme. 1 
and general science teacher. Typing PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON Corner 8th and Jackson I 
and shorthand will be offered as well Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. Office and Residence I 
as a course in public speaking." DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD Phones : Office 218; Res. 160 Phon~ 12 
Saturday and Monday Nights 
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
These startling facts were disclosed Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and 
in a letter to the eighth grade grad- 2:00 to 6:00 p. m . and 7 :00 +·--·- .. _,._ .. _,,_,,_,._,,_,,_.,_,,_ ~-.. -••-••-••-••-••-••- ••- ••- ••- ••-••-••+! ·••-n-••-••-••-••-•-••-u-••-••-u-•of 
uates who look with a prospective eye to 9 :00 p.m. DR. H. A. SHAFFER I Phone: Office and Res. ·242 
toward TC. Along with this, a high 6041L JACKSON ST h d V B 
72 • Corner 6t an an uren J LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
school curriculum sheet and a general Telephone 132 G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
calendar for next year was 'included. Physician and Surgeon • Linder Bldg. 
VIRGINIA CRITES DIES 
Funeral services in memory of Miss 
Mary Virginia Cr'ites, who died in her 
home here Friday afternoon were 
conducted at 2 o'clock on Sunday aft-
ernoon in the First Christian church, 
by the pastor, the Reverend H. L. l 
Hayes. 
Miss Crites was a sister of Charles 1 
Franklin Crites, of TC high school. 
F1LL UP YOUR GAS TANK 
AT 
NEWELL'S 
FILLING STATION 
CANDY AND CIGARETTES 
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 511 % Jackson Street , I Office Hours: 8:30-12; 1-5:30; 7-9 
Phone 440 Thursdays-8:30-12; 7-9 
+----·--·--··-·--·--·-----·--·--··---- --··--·--··-··-··-~--··-~·-~·-·--··-·--··--·-·l-ll-tll<-tll-11-tlfl-tll-11-tll-tll-a-• .. 
DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
Linder Bldg. 
DR. CHARLES E. GREER 
721 Jackson Street 
Office Phone 173 Res. Phone 97~ 
FRANCIS W. CHITTICK, 0. D. 
Est. 1903 
Lenses Ground While You Wait 
Phone 77 l 
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037 J 114 s. Majn St. aris, Illinoi! 
II • II • • • •• II 11-••-.. ·-·-.. ·-·-----~----~----·-... 11-ll __ j_,._,_,. 11--+• • M II 
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Chicago Alumni ClubMeetAttended bgllO People 
I 
Honorary Banquet Is Given Saturday; I League Tea Chairman 
Past and Present EI Members Are Feted 
Miss Emily Orcutt Is Toast- IFAC ( LTY MEMBERS ARE 
mistress; Special Tribute Paid BI TER11AINED Till RSDAY 
to English Department. Arr J. A. _p AHKER HOME j 
One hundred ten people, either con- Mr. and Mrs. J. ·A. Parker enter-
nected with the coli~ge now or fo.rmer- tained a few friends· at six-thirty 
ly, attended the C~cago Alumm club o'clock dinner Thursday evening at 
?anquet .held at Chwago las~ S~turday 1 their home, 829 Seventh street. Foi-
l~ honoi . of the Eastern I.llm01s En~- ! lowing dinner, three tables of bridge 
hsh de pat tment, and especially of MISs , were in play. 
Isabel McKinney, English department The t . M. d 
head, whose article, "An American gues s were· I. an .. Mrs. , 
Scholar," appeared in the March Franklyn L. Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. 
American Scholar, and of Mrs. Eliz- C. P. Lantz, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Spoon- I 
b th C . H h tl . er, Dr. and Mrs. H. A. Shaffer, Mr. and a e Iowe annum, w o recen y Ie- M F d · k M M'll 
· d $4 000 · f En 1. h rs. re enc . 1 er. ce1ve a , pnze or an g 1s 
textbook. Miss Anna Morse was also 
to be guest of honor but cou~d not 
attend. A night letter was sent her by 
the assembly, to whom she had written 
an apology for her absence. 
Miss Ruth Carman Is 
Party Hostess Monday 
. KATHERINE HALL 
Miss Orcutt Is Toastmistress Miss Ruth Carman entertained with W ' Gl Cl b t 
Miss Emily Orcutt, former TC prin- a. dinner-theater party Monday . eve-~ Offiell S ee U 0 
cipal, was the charming toastmistress nmg. After the three course dmner ,. Give Annual Formal 
for the dinner program arranged by served at Mrs. Harry Ball's the fol- • 
the English department. Each faculty lowing guests attended the perform- ! Friday from 9: 3 0 to 1 
ance of Naughty Marietta: Mrs. W. J . 
member present was called upon to Awty, Miss Emma Reinhardt, Mrs. . . 
speak. Dr. R. G. Buzzard, who spoke Friederick Koch and her daughter Mrs Followmg 1ts annual Formal Concert, 
first, made the school needs his topic, Wick, Miss Winnie Neely, Miss Harriet 
1 
the Coll~ge Women's ~lee club w~ll 
and told what has been gained thus McKay Mrs R G B d Mr N 11 present 1ts annual Sprmg Formal m far Mr w ·d 'd f th ' · · · uzzar ' s. e e th •· ·d · f 
• . 1 ger pa1 one o e many Love, Miss Ruth Hostetler, Miss Nathile I e gymnasmm Fn ay evemng rom 
compliments made to the English de- Cooke Miss Ed'th R M' N ll' the hours of 9:30 to one. The dance 
partment and to its heads in this fash- ' . 1 agan, ISS e Ie is to be invitational. About fifty cou-
ion: Quoting Mr. Lord, he said, Rag·an, Miss Mary Thompson, and pies in addition to the Glee Club will 
"'M th· . Miss Isabel Ruehrmund. 
any mgs I have been g1ven credit 1 be invited. Invitations are being ex-
for were attained by hanging on to a tended to a number of former club 
Annual Mother's Day Tea to Be Given 
By Women's League Sunday Afternoon 
PANTHER LAIR GR01 P 
SERVES BH.EA..KF AS1, TO 
15 'SUN RISE' COl PLE 
Following the Sunrise Prom Satur- ';he annual 'Yomen'~ Le~gue Moth-
day morriing, the men at the Lair en- ! er s Day Tea Wlll be giVen m the par-
·9rtained guests at an eight o'clock lors of Pemberton ~all on Sunday, May 
breakfast. Fifteen couples attended. 12• from four to· s1x. . 
Special guests were: Maxine Harrod, All girls of the college are invited 
Josephine Moulton, Maxine Kirby, Mar- and each girl is asked to bring her 
jori-e Poorman, Hugh Harwood, Glen I mother, her step-mother, or anybody's 
Cooper, Thomas Chamberlain and mother. Men of the college may ask 
Lloyd Carruthers. their mothers to attend. 
Music, according to present plans, 
Heavy-Eyed Home Ec 
Girls Have Scramble 
will be furnished by pianists, Evelyn 
Anderson, Marguerite Iknayan, and 
Virginia Gere. 
Two committees have been named 
Sleepy-eyed, the girls of the meal and six hostesses selected by Florence 
planning class tried in vain to separ- Wood, head of the Women's League. 
ate ashes from eggs at their May Day The hostesses are Florence Wood, 
breakfast and picnic last Wednesday. Catherine Hall, Lucile Thomas, Kath-
A number of the girls arrived near ryn Walker, Evelyn Walters and Shir- · 
the scout cabin ahead of the group in ley Harrod. 
an attempt to build a fire with green j The decoration committee is com-
wet wood for the fuel. Once the fir~ 1 posed of Fern Tait, Mary Rosalie Bear, 
was started ashes peppered the food. ! and ~elen Anderson: the refreshment 
One of the guests couldn't stand the 1 commlt.tee of Josephme Tho~as, Eve-
crudity of the service and ·became ill. lyn Keith, and Florence Cottmgham. 
The guests were Misses Wilhelmina Tangee Lipstick 39c Peoples 
Jacobson, Clara Attebery, Lucile Store- Walgreen System. North 
Thomas, Edna Hiler, Virginia Brick, J square 
Drug 
side 
Marjorie Swearingin, Mary Thomas, 
1 
• 
Mary Marsters, Ella Mae Jackson, ..----------------. 
Julia Danforth and Gwen Oliver. 
~oman's petticoat.' I have done that I Horne Ec Teacher Is members. . 
m t~e English department." Hostess at US Grant I The committee in charge has secur- Margaret Marron was the guest of 
M1ss Gladys Campbell, teacher in the __ I ed for the dance Thurman Teague and ' Anna Balmer at Olney. 
Farm and Home 
Market 
University of Chicago hig·h school was . . . I hls orchestra. This unit. which comes Marie Gould and Agnes Curry spent 
the first regular speaker of the' eve- th Miss Wllhelmma. Jacobson, head of J from Castle Farms, Ciu'cinnati, Ohio, the week-end at Decatur. 
Open 9:30 till 2:00 
EVERY SATURDAY 
ning. She took occasion to read an 
1 
e ~orne Economics department, en- , played the Women's League Formal Donald Cavins went to Chicago on j 
aprecl. t· f M' . , . tertamed a number of home econom-.1 n Apri'l 26 It 11 · d s t d h h tt d d th a 10n o 1ss Fords unmterrupt- ics seniors May 4 Luncheon s 1 o . was so we rece1ve a ur ay, w ere e a en e e 
Y
edearwo
1
r
8
k
99
at EI since the middle of the served at the U. S. Grant Hotelw~n I that the Glee Club readily accepted its Alumni banquet and saw the per-
services for the affair Friday evening. formance of Three Men and a Horse. 
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, cot-
tage cheese, baked beans, salads, 
cakes, pies, cookies, bread and rolls. 
613 SEVENTH STREET 
· Mattoon. They attended the matinee I Teague's orchestra is composed of 12 1. 
Mrs. Hannum Speaks at one of the Mattoon theatres. ~----------------1 •·---------------., 
Mrs. Han. num spoke ne.xt on "Think- Those present besides Ml'ss Jacob- members, all of them versatile and 
t k h t t t d seasoned entertainers. N ing," a m~ er ex' mver e ' from son were: Miss Clara Attebery, of the ew 
the educatwn men who say that. no I faculty, Misses Dorothy Deland, Ruby Helen Swanson, president of the • • • FOR OCCASIONS 
school ever . tau.ght anyone t.o thmk. Conover, Alice Groff, Phyllis Adkins, club, has appointed Mary Rosalie Bear D R E S S E S 
Mr H nnum gave most credit fo h I as general chairman. Miss Bear has s. a . . . r er Helen Devinney, Mary Love, Maxine 
I THAT DEMAND 
present emmence to M1ss McKmney, I Eubank, and Florence Field. as her assisting committee the follow- ! 
who was her teacher through high ing chairmen: Betty Jane Ewing·, or- ~ 
h 1 nd College chestra; Janet Bainbridge, invitations·, sc 00 a · T \. DELT BANQT Err IS l Marguerite Iknayan, programs; and 
Miss McKinney, who gave the last POSTPONIED TO 1\,...A .. P 1 
J.. J. Glenna Simpson, decorations. 
speech, was given a rising ovation by 
New ••• 
MILLINERY 
I 
I 
EXQUISITE 
GROOMING 
the enthusiastic group. The theme of Chaperons for the dance are to be: 
her talk was "Individuality Makes The initiation banquet for Sigma Mlss Ruth Major, Mr. and Mrs. Quincy NeW 
Tau Delta pledges has been postponed Guy Burr1·s Mr and Mr w lt w • • • success" and she quoted, "Ye shall , · s. a er · 
You'll find our beauty services just 
what you require. Our trained staff 
I of beauticians are always ready to 
make you look your loveliest. 
from May 11 to 18. Mrs. Elizabeth Cook and M d M H b t F NECKWEAR know the truth and the truth shall ' r. an rs. o ar . Crowe Hannum, who has accepted an Heller 
make ye free." She paid tribute to · invitation to become an honorary 
her pupils in English, past and present, member, found it impossible to come 
h h h · d. "d 11 Sh Frances Ford was a week-end visitor w o ave s own m lVl ua y. e on the former date, but Wl'll be here 
k · 11 f Gl d c b 11 in Lawrenceville. spo e especla Y 0 a ys amp e ' on May 18 and has consented to speak 
who has been assistant to Harriet for the occasion. Mrs. Hannum will Miss Elizabeth Michael visited at her 
Monroe, editor of "Poetry,' Elizabeth be initiated with the student pledges j home in Chicago over the week-end. 
Crowe Hannum, Mrs. Myrtle Cruzan While there she attended the Alumni 
thr announced last week, Miss Wade, Miss ,
1 
banquet. (nee Geyer) , Ka yn Sellars, dramat- Wood, Miss Megaw, and Miss Bird-
ies coach at Bradley, Dorothy Sellars, zell. Miss Blanche Thomas attended the 
Kermit Diehl, of Neoga, Elsie Sloan of Business and Professional Women's 
DOROrrHY BONHAM IS convention at Bloomington on Satur-
day. 
HOSTESS AT BRIDGE 
Ed~ardsville, Ruth Corley, of Shelby-
ville, Bertha Albert, of Ohio Univer-
sity, George Haddock, of Saginaw, 
Geneva White, (not teaching), and J. 
Harrison Cherry. Miss Dorothy Bonham was hostess I THE 
Miss McKinney Cites 3 students at bridge Wednesday evening at the 
Miss McKinney said, "Watch the home of Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Amyx, KRAKER 8 0 X 
work of Virginia Cottet Snyder, Mar- 611 Twelfth street. High score for the j
1 
garet Brandon, and Beatrice Widger." evening was held by Miss Evelyn 
She also spoke of Homer Gordon, who James and low score by Miss Mary 
writes for the pulp magazines and has 1 Lee. At the close of play, re~reshme~ts 
more published than anyone else from were served to the followmg: M1ss 
EI. Mary Lee, Betty Lou Talbott, Evelyn J 
Miss McKinney read ~ poem from Ja~es, Virginia Cox, Pauline Walker, \ 
Poet's Craft, an anthology compiled by Wilma Halloran, Dera Scherer and j 
Fern Daringer, Ph. D., a graduate of I Dorothy Bonham. I 
EI. 
In conclusion, she quoted Mr. Lord, Opal Norton was in Chicago for the 
as cautioning his students to be very week-end. 
careful and sparing in the use of such ------
words as 'wonderful, 'marvelous, Look for placards say.ing1 "We ad~ 1 
"I have had a wonderful time, it's ..----------------. 
Hamburg·ers, Hot Dogs, Pop, Pastry, 
Ice ·Cream, Sandwiches, Candy, 
Mints, Chewing G11!U 
5c 
Also Milk Shake, Sundaes, 
Toasted Sandwiches 
lOc 
FREE DRINKS 
Leslie Wright, Roy Wilson, Rex 
Hovious, Lucile Berry, Ruth Clapp, 
Opal Norton. 
, ' ' vertise in Teachers College News. I never' and 'always.' Then she said, 
been marvelous to see you all, and I'll j PROPRIETORS 
always come back again." Carl Miller Joe Henderson 
At a business meeting preceding the NEW GROCERY AND j 
speeches the following officers of the MARKET ,.----------------, 
Alumni club were elected: Miss Emily I We always have a complete line 
Orcutt, president: Mrs. Elizabeth Growe of Fresh Fruit and Vegetables at 
Hannum, vice-president; Verlon Fer- L ' G 
guson, secretary-treasurer (re-elected). a wyer s rocery 
These officers succeed last year's presi- 1020 Lincoln st. 
(Continued on Page 10) 
! Reasonable . Prices )! 
~ CHARLESTON M-
Phone 1478 FRUIT STORE 
1 Phone 531 ..... __ 
L---------------------~ 1 ~--------------------~ 
at the 
Vogue Shop I Modern Beauty Shop 
W t S'd S I Phone 1501 815 Monroe es 1 e quare 1 
~------------------------· 
CALL 404 
Have your out of season garments cleaned before storing. 
Altering·, Relining and Repairing. I do the Best Grade of Cleaning 
in Central Illinois. 
CHARLESTON CLEANERS & DYERS 
610 Sixth St. R. W. W estenbarger 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOMES YOU! 
You 'll be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl. 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
DRESSES 
SPORTS WEAR 
MUSIC 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
ALEXANDER'S 
"Six Thousand More Since Y esterd£ty" "Watch the Fords Go By" 
McARTHUR MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
Page Four 
"Tell the Uuth and don't be afraid" 
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stu-
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at 
Charleston 
TEACHE,ltS COLLEGE NEWS Tuesday, May 7, 1935 
Readers Revue 
By Evelyn Hallowell 
Perhaps America is now watch'ing 
the development of an art which is 
truly her own. She has imitated in 
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the named to serve on the board 10.f di- FULL LENGTH PORTRAIT- so many fields, even Whitman's free 
Post Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March rectors. . . The new Women's League president has no easy task verse is said to be based on the French 3
• 
1879
· The chief address of the meetmg was ahead She must carry on and up if possible the work vers libre. The American "movies" or 
Printed by the Courier Publishing Company delivered by Jay B. MacGregor of the Miss Florence Wood has s~ well be- ' talkies are fast becom'ing more import-
Education de~artment. He gave the lgun this year as head of the organ- ant and more nearly an art. For one 
Alexander Summers '36 ........................................................ Editor same talk whiCh stu~ents heard at the ization. Miss Wood has the valuable thing, the sound pictures were a step 
Roy Wilson '36 ............................................ .. .... Assistant Editor Tuesday ~hapel hour. He spoke of a quality of making and keeping closer to reality than were the silent 
Leallyn Clapp '35-Phone 224 ............. _ .......... Business Manager psychologwal appmach to peace and ::Iiends. That accounts for the fact ones. Vanity FaJr is being produced in 
Harold Cottingham-Phone 1146 .................. Publicity Director read several. p~ems •. som.e gl?'ri.fyi.ng war that the League has been so well or- full technicolor-not just colored shots 
Evalyn Schooley ...................................................... Society Editor and tht etm~1J10ntty tpicht~rmg. Itt InHits trude ganized, has been able to accomplish inserted to cause startling and bizarre aspec • 0 1 us ra e IS pam · e rea >o much in 1934-35. Many will regret effects. The production of Vanity Fair 
Margaret Servey .......................................... High School Editor an editorial dealing in a satirical vein that the retiring president declined may be called the first of the truly 
Franklyn L. Andrews .......................................................... Adviser with war. The writer favored war- to compete again for the office, but I artistic things in this line. Originally, 
Member 
ICPA 
but suggested that it be fought for with definite assurance that the new the actors and actresses were the im-@\ssotiat~ct !~!·~~.iatt i)t"t.SS Member profit and n ort pleasure. In this way, 'head will serve the office in faultless Flcrence Wcod portant thing in the pictures. For a 
~ 1934 -.noNAl ~;~~ 1935 - CSPA i there wo~ld be fewer, ~m~lleT an~ safer style. Miss wood is a graduate of short while there was competition be-
========================== wars. High moral prmc1ples, said the Teachers College high school and is a junior at EI. She tween directors. Gradually the use of 
edit_o~·ial, a~~vay~ find favor with has been a high honor student throughout her prep and I good literature as a basis o~ these ?ro-
paClfrsts or Jmgmsts . college career. Her talent extends over into extra-curricu- ductions became outstandmg. Liter-
TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1935 
Self-Discipline-New Touchstone of 
Achievement in Education 
Clarence Huffman of the local club lar fields, where she has been active and valuable. She ary men are fast becoming interested 
will attenGl the Rotary International is an assistant in the library, and fittingly is an avid in the cinema. J. B. Priestley and 
convention at Mexioa. City. Members reader. Of complacent nature, she is seldom perturbed Hugh Walpole have both worked in 
of the Charleston club, included among nor moved to obvious hurry. Belongs to the 'smile-a-min- 'Hollywood. When literary men become 
One of the finest of human achievements is self- which are several faculty members, ute' club and wins many friends because of it. interested, along with good stor'ies and 
will be guests at a convention in Mat- all the accoutrements of reality, per-
di cipline. Oddly, it is one of the most neglected toon today. FOREIGN PHOTO haps we will then see the truly Am-
and least appreciated. It is a misunderstood virtue. While most people generally are blaming the de- erican art in the American spirit. 
Most people commingle it with asceticism of one sort pression for their inability to get jobs, Dr. Burton Two goods boolcs for you to read are 
· l · ff. d The Soap BoX Morley, professor of economics at the University of Thomas craven's Men of Art and or another, a certain repu s1ve stu 1ness, an more 
Alabama, comes forward with a statement that the Works of Art. The style is simple and 
than often, plain ego. But whether one strives to difficulty college graduates experience in obtaining charming and the subject matter is 
emulate the cruel, hard self-discipline of Nietzche 's Students and faculty members employment is due in part to their own inertia. interesting as well as instructive. 
Superman or merely to regulate, as it were, his pro- are invited to clamber upon the To quote from Collegiate Digest and Dr. Morley: Here are some reminders: old books 
ces es of thought, there is something admirable in soap box and give vent to their "The better half of any graduating class-those with which you've always intended to read 
the will to be. Whatever really worthwhile is accom- opinions on anything printed in the better scholastic and extra-curricular records- and have never had time for: The For-
plished in this world is largely attributable to the the News, problems around school, usually have little trouble, for most of them will be syte Saga and Modern Comedy by John 
or national topics which may have employed within a period of not more than six months Galsworthy. The huge Walpole series: disciplinary grasp the doer had on himself. Life, of 
a bearing on colleges. Please limit after graduation." Still further: "It is those who Rogue Berries, Judith Paris, The For-
course, from the beginning has demanded a certain letters to 150 words. All communi- graduate in the lower half of the class-the 'C' and tress, and Vanessa, recently filmed, are 
share of discipline. Nom.~ has lived but what self- cations must bear the signature of 'D' students who engage in no campus activities-who of somewhat the same type, although 
manacles have locked him into a certain course o.f the writer. The News assumes no present the problems." We wish Dr. Morley had struck entirely different. Walpole's English-
action (i. e., thought). But it is only within recent responsibility for opinions expressed the bell of optimism a little more gently. He might men are of a different stock than 
time, with the advent of ever-narrowing bounds of in this column. h ave added veracity to his remark by saying: "How- Galswort hy's, yet the London branch 
society, that discipline has triumphed over the force ever, those students in the upper strata are forced resembles the Forsytes 'in some ways. 
once known as self-preservation. After that primal at present to accept positions which offe.r small wages You meet one of the most magnificent 
Here, Now! Stop That! and disheartening chances for advancement." characters of literature-Judith Paris. force of life passed into the great forever when soap-Box: 
Society extended a long arm to protect the weak, s ( h ·t 't th ed. The "Rogue," her father, and Vanessa 0 !11-eone we ope 1 w~sn e I- CONTRASTING TONES- her granddaughter are two other in-
man h ad to devise new means of existence in the tor m disguise) was pattmg EI on the 
l back very oo•mplacently in last k ' 1 George Henry wants to know where C. H . Coleman buys teresting char.acter studies. Those two face of gTeater numbers, competition of a total Y wee s h. f d t 1 1 t h. h h 1 t h ·th h · A se Soap Box. His pratt~e was in con- IS re.-en orce coa . ape s, .? w IC e. c u .. c es WI sue senes were English in theme. -
strange nature, and man-made ethics. formity with our strict avoidance of ~enacity wh~n ~tandmg a~ chapel ~eview. . .. In tu.rn, ries, which is purely American, is T. 
You are perhaps ~ondering why we have gone that horrid ·O ld bogey, destructive crit- the ~an WI~h Iron lapels th~ught It would make an m- S. Str'ibling's The Forge, The Store 
to such lengths in tracing a vicissitude in the history icism. His motto is: Don't tell the truth terestmg article for the News If an account were made of and The Unfinished Cathedral. This 
of mankind-and have done it ever so politely and and YJOU need not be afraid . the number of faculty members who fell asleep at a recent deals with the decay of the Old South 
h chapel lecture. We deferred, since Mr. Coleman was one and all its splendour. Another single vaguely. Anoly it practica_lly-let us say, to t e Several neat examples of our notor-
of the chief and earliest offenders . . . Charles Austin book showing the decay of a family hl. tOI'Y of college education. There was a time, we iously overflowing school spirit we•re harked back to the days of Fidelis pledgeship the other is Louis Bromfield's The Farm. These 
are assured' W hen professors took a benevolent in- giv_e.n, but it was overlook. ed that this . . d t k M b k ll ld d th h t night when club fl.edglmgs were ass1gne o rna e ay I oo s ar~ a over a year o an ere-
terest in the welfare of each student. Classes were spint comes f~,om on.e-flft of he baskets, embellish them with flowers , and present them, fore available. Read them. 
·m ll th n and the number able to advantaO'e them- school.' t~at this one-fifth supports ~ll ft fitt· d th 1 h t · 1 t s a e ! . . e:. w· h orgamzatwns, that there are gangs m a --er a mg an more an casua speec , o gir s s ay-1 + _,,_.,_ .,_,,_,, ___ .,_,,_,,_,_,+ 
selve~ of r1g1d education was small, ~.d select. It private homes whose life hardly touch- ing at Pem Hall. Stanley Elam was directed to 'woo' Miss 1 
1 t~e rise of unprecedented opporturut1es for educa-~ es school-spon&:JITed activities-that our Dorothy Armes. Mr. Elam, just now getting fairly well I· The Elephant's Child tion of all, contact between teacher and student be- track meets and baseball games are established in this business of romance, went through his ! 
routine in resultant if hesitating fashion. His reward was I +•-u-u-u-n-u-n-u-n- u- .. - u- + 
ca:rne, naturally,. n:ore. scientific. . Case of the doctor I very scantily attended, that--but to pile 
With a needle InJeCting the fluid of ac~umulated up instances would be destructive crit- such that Mr. Austin, viewing the 'ceremony,' was moved Do ycu think it will, if it clouds up? 
· to emulate Stanley- except that he reversed the finale and learniug. He could not help it. rrhe bad students icism, wouldn't it? I kissed Miss Armes! 
surviYed along with the good. They could not help Did you ever hear of destructive ad-
it. Systein-new habit-was responsible. miration? -A Chronic Gripe. OUR FAMILY ALBUM 
And what has all this got to do with self-dis- What's Wrong with 'our Campus? Earl Daniels, former member of the faculty here 
cipline, our avowed thesis~ Simply this. The stu- Dear Soap-Box: and now in the Department of English at Colgate 
dent must learn to· get more-the very most-out of What's Wl'ong with our "campus- university, Hamilton, New York, recently wrote to con-
h l · h h t · t t lf gratulate the News for its anniversary number. He himself. He can do t at on y w1t t e s riC es se - keepers?" East~rn State's grounds look says in part: "Although I have been away from the 
teaching-the very nature of discipline. He must worse than for many years-at least, college something more than ten years, I'm still gen-
learn to investigate himself, prod his mind for what- in the three years that I have been uinely interested in whatever goes on there, and still 
ever talent may lie there, and to capitalize upon i t. here. If EI is to maintain its reputa- cherish the warmest of feelings for the school and the 
T · 1· 1--. t · th t 1· · tion of having the "most beautiful o capita 1ze, .._.,e mus exercise e mos re 1g10u students who gave me so many pleasant experiences 
self-discipline. Is it any wonder, then, that the new campus in Tilinois" steps will haV'e to at a time when I was just beginning this ever pleasant 
touch tone of accomplishment is discipline~ be taken to improve the appearance and satisfying business of teaching. So the News was 
tO:f our grounds. Too, it looks as if like an old friend suddenly and unexpectedly appear-
Le!and Maxedcn - Nice time for 
fair weather friends to turn up. 
Dick Daily- Hoping the May show-
ers br.:.ing May flowers. 
Mary R. Bear -You can't tell. The 
·Panther Lair may take it over. 
Corbin Armstrong - No doubt about 
it. 
Marvin Uptcn-Worse things have. 
Lois Cottingham - That's right. 
F rank Day - What do you think? 
Ruth Clapp- Not knowing, I hez. 
Milton Siegel - Maybe. 
Viclet Costello - No doubt. 
sometime, somehow EI would hit upon ing at my door. You may be sure it received an en-
a compositi·on for the drive in front of thusiastic welcome. I don't believe I missed a line. I S E Th T lk 
For those students who can and care to enter- the college that will not deveolop "sink even read the advertisements!" The reaction is mu- I • • omas a S 
Student Talent at EI Takes Bow 
. ho,les" and wash outs. Even with th2· tual. we are always happy to hear from former stu- At Art Club Meet 
tain, the ye~r 1994-35 at EI has b~en a ~Ignal sue- drive well drained, the present campo- dents and faculty members; to know that they still I 
cess. OccasiOns such as the Men s UniOn-League sition is proving no better than past --
Open Hou e, Sigma Delta dance, and the carnival ones. -An Autoist. have an interest in us and what we do. "While the artist is interested in art 
L · d U · d · d t l . . . . 1 from the creative standpoint, the his-spon ored by the arr an n10n were es1gne o --- Decl~rat10n of ?alley for. 1936 Illm01s. College .Pres~ 
1 
torian is interested in al:t as an aspect 
offer a much novel entertainment as possible. rral- What's the Score? C~nventwn: We WI~l not bait delegates with promise of j of man's intellectual and s cial devel-
ent among our students today responded gallantly. Dear S~ap-Bc:x: farr weather, the Lmcoln legend, peach bloss.oms-blown opment," said Mr. s. E. Thomas, of 
The singing of Lola Hawkins, quartet singing, dane- Wh:V ISn't there a scoreboard f?r the or unblown. Carbondale made the fatal mistake. We the histor department, in a talk be-
. d · l · h b f t d t e benefit of fans, at least, at Lmcoln decline. . Y . . H. Ing, an plano p aying ave een ea ur-e a on diamond? We are always being urged I for~ the Art" club Fnd~y ev~mng. . IS 
or all of the special evenings. That guests at such t tt nd games but when we get there +•_.,_,_.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_,,_.,,._.,_.,_.,_.,_,_.,_.,_.,_,+ subJect was The Relatwnship of His-
programs have appreciated the innovation is as- :e a C:n•t find ~ut what the score is, tory with Art." 
surcd in the fact that hearty applause followed each which inning the game is in, or what (g)ater Under the Bridge "History is interested in the trends 
appearance. It would be a worth:y: objective in team is playing our Lantzmen. It of art as the unfolding of the human 
1935-36 to f eature more ''EI Talent'' evenings. At seems tOJ me that some of these "idle" +•-n-u-u-u-n-••- .. -u-uu-u-u-u-oo-oo-n-•-n-·+ mind and social development," Mr. 
the arne time, it would be well to urge. a greater FERA workers might well employ TEN YEARS AGO Thomas declared. He asserted that 
numbel, of the students who' can entertam to par- themselves at constructing a score- w k f Ma 4: to 11 art developed differently in different 1 1 c d ee 0 Y places and times, and that the his-ticipate in the programs. If anything has been ac r- board. - rusa er. Prince of Pilsen, a musical comedy, was presented here torian is interested in knowing why. 
inO' at EI within the recent past-and something has Friday night. Earlier man used material available in 
-it is the absence of EI students performing at EI. Wisdom and Words The sixth annual High School Musical contest was held his part of the world to create his; 
rrhe '' EI picture'' has lacked sufficient of the 'local' at the college Friday afternoon. with modern transportation, materials 
touch. "It is far m oiTe important to cultivate The 1925 Warbler arrived and received the blessing of are available in all parts of the world. 
It is understood that the Recreation and Enter-
tainment committees plan several informal evenings 
for next year, which will feature student. entertain-
ment. Several of the programs begun this year are 
expected to be continued. Evenings su~h ~s the 
Lair-Hall Carnival, the Open House meetmg In the 
Fall and one or two of the more informal dances 
und~ubtedly deserve another curtain call in 1935-36. 
the mind than to store the memory."- EI's student body. "History is no longer interested in 
Sir John Lubbock. a mere account of wars, but in intel-
"Crafty men contemn studies, simple ONE YEAR AGO lectual and social life as well. To know 
men admire thsm, and wise men use Week of May 8 to 15 this, one must know man's art," de-
them."-Bacon. 1934 Warbler was distributed Tuesday morning. clared Mr. Thomas. 
Three winsome words you should Everett Renshaw, EI junior and football star, died of Mr. Thomas' talk was one of a series 
meet: synthesis-composition; impec- pneumonia Saturday. being featured by the club The talks 
cable-free from fault or error; laur- J. Paul Reed spoke on Pacifism before the Forum meet- are of interest to the vg,rious depart-
eate-crowned with laurel. ing Thursda:y. ments f tuct_v ____ _.._ _____ _ 
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''This, Partner, Is Our Trick" 
Colseybur May Not Retunt 
. 
. 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS P age Five 
Pro-fessor Colseybur, who is still in New 
York completing plans for the EI Radio School 
of the Air, has received an offer from the N.B.C. 
(National Biscuit Company) . Sweet cookie ! 
Friends of Professor Colseybur are urged to 
write him to return to EI. Imagine EI without~ 
Professor Colseybur! Colseybur's last let ter 
states : "While I should dislike very much t o 
leave Coles County, I feel that there is a greater 
future in cookies than in education." Reader s, 
it is up to you! -oolseybur is about to go. For -
get the gym-forget the science building~forget 
everything but that EI needs Oolseybur! Write, 
the cookies get Colseybur! 
RECEIVES CALL last evening-bridge was played and a 
jolly time was had by all. Tsk-tssk- Elmer Doesn't Like Notice to all Charleston home own-erers: If the family cat, QTange-
juicer, or rock-garden turns up miss-
ing, ask Charles Austin about it. He's 
Fide lis pledge-torturer. 
Charming weather, ain't it? 
PROF. COLSEYBUR 
Max Harrod and Doc. Harwood h ave 
decided upon a career for t he Rails-
back prodigy - hydrolics. Ask them; 
they will tell. 
Playboy Mickey - the - Mice - Trap 
Spence says that h e is in a rut .. . 
Rest: What th e wicked and kolitch 
wire, phone cable! Don't let students don't get. 
A's: Wha.t we should but don't get. 
-It seems as. 
I Arter aft Studio Is 
We guess there's no way to keep Engaged by warbler 
A meeting of the Reds in the Lov-
ers Tub. We were told that it was so 
Nicht' War. George Henry from running around in 
a cap and gown. 
We're all "keyed up" again. 
Math club has gone national. 
Spring is here, but do not say 
goodbye-
The 
The Panther Lair dog seems to have 
been brooding aoout something. 
Signed P. H. D. 
(I went to another dance). 
President's 'Lash' 
Dear Elmiree : 
W. D.: I have a couple of tickets to 
the show. 
J. T .: I'll go and start dressing. 
W. D.: Yes, do. They're f-or 
morr·ow's show. 
to-
I h eard they was going to stuff the 
ballot box in the Men's League elec-
tion last Thursday so I went to see 'em 
do it. It wasn't nothing but a kind of 
a cracker box they was putting in and 
I couldn 't see that it was going to be 
anything after they got it stuffed so 
I left. Them stufft animals in the Lake Im-a-weenie shows promise of 
Zoo~ogy compartment are much more growing into a full fledged frankfurter. 
educashunal to look at. 
I forgot to get my pay check the 
other day from offis until the next day 
and that guy told me I couddn't have 
it on account of no•t being punkshul 
about engagements. I guess they got 
me mixed up with somebody else but 
Results of Friday~s track meet: 
Mile Swim: Marvin Upton, 4:50. 
High Dive, plain and fancy: Bob 
Holmes, many feet, all muddy. 
Surf Riding: Harold Younger, :28. 
I told 'em I thought engagements was Writer's Club member: I g·ot five dol-
punk too and I never had any. . lars for my MS. 
Phyzosofically speaking, I have Second Writer's Club member: Fine. 
changed my mind abcut being a Sen- Who printed it? 
Sisters all, .of Kappa Delta Pi! 
Charles Austin, next year's business 
manager of the Warbler, announc-es 
that the Artcraft Studio, Charleston, 
will again care for the photography of 
the year book_ Pictures of spring 
scenes will be taken before the term-
end. Engraving and printing contracts 
will be let before the opening of the 
1935-36 school year. 
ator when I get out of school. I heard First Writer's Club member. No-+·-··-··-------·----.-..-.,----·1- . in the paper that the President was body. The express company lost it. 
Come what, come May-
Our coal won't last another day. 
note-You don't think we'd have any-
Well, Mr. MacGregor, somebody thing to do with it, do you Trump?) 
ought to talk about education. 
The faculty tried to show the Pla.y-
ers up last Wednesday nite. Look to 
your laurels, Morris and Chamberlin, 
and don't say-ouch! 
What's there to News, Times, or the 
Sun? 
It's Louisville-not Paducah, where the 
ponies run. 
Bring along another formal so that 
we can wear a blue shirt. 
All the world, excepting the faculty, 
were waiting for t he Sunrise. 
Will you take an FERA student t o 
raise? 
Isn't this a wonderful day? 
We were tempted to suggest Mr. 
Seymour as guest soloist and Mr. Mac-
Gregor as guest reader for the Glee 
Club concert. 
Girls, girls, take no more chances 
with these dollar ten dances! 
Only two more issues in which to 
advertise! 
EI's EAGLE-I 
s 
p 
I 
E 
s 
.f.,_,._,,_,,_ ,,_.._u_.,_,._,,_,,_ ,,_ ,.t.. 
Entre, Mrs. Bingham! 
Welcome to our faculty! 
And by the way, Mrs. 
what are you teaching next 
can get into your class? 
Aw, Paducah! 
Bingham, 
year so I 
Roy Wilson was caught bowling on 
the green while over in Kentucky Q'll 
It is the East and Juliet the sun! 
Up, Panth er Lair, your dance has 
just begun! 
By the t ime t his paper reaches you , I the News trip. 
the Carbondi!Lle peach blossoms will 
have blown! It 'is reported, though falsely, we are 
cursed be the man, yes cursed 
him 
Who doesn't write-"Give us 
gym!" 
be I With the price of gold going up, these 
· keys will soon be made •out of the 
that metal they should have been made out 
of in the first place. 
Day by day, hour by hour, we worry 
about Burtsey Clark's illness. 
Miss Johnson bought a new car, just 
to scare Miss Weller. 
The dust storms have reached EI. Even the Circle can't keep out of a 
rut. 
afraid, that M11. Andrews won enough 
on the derby with the News money 
that no fee will have to be charged for 
the next ten years. 
Egad! What's this scandal about 
Stan Elam messing around the Hall 
kissing all the pretty girls and asking 
them to g·o a-maying with him? 
What's this hawg stuff? 
This dear readers, we would have Y'O'll 
know- Several faculty members are taking Elmer thinks Congress is where the 
Old P. T. has laid our Roy' low! out more life insurance. On Y'OUr job, Senators live. 
Awake spring! Also Bianchi, Spence, 
and Pegelow! 
Sherlock Kanatzer! 
We would do a bit to see the FERA 
workers strike for baseball 
we wou~d rather be first in a speak- ~d golf balls. Fore! 
uniforms 
ing contest 
Than second in a bridge game! 
The Lair boys, who have a fondness 
Well, the more it rains, the better 
we can get acquainted with the faculty. 
fQr fooling with signs, will probably The faculty committee •:Jn term paper 
R emembrances of the Press 
Convention 
1. Rumble seat. 
2. Berets (berries). 
using a lash on Congress to get 'em to 
mind him. I don't want to be treated 
like a donkey. But if you belong to the 
elefant party I guess its just as bad 
cause they beat you around with a big 
stick, so what? I guess it makes the 
same difference no matter which party 
you belong to. My History teacher 
don't think so but he proberly never 
saw a mulish d·o·nkey like I have. 
They sure have fun at press meet-
ings but I didn't see any peaches that 
wasn't in cans. Maybe their peach 
blossoms was girls but still I didn't 
see any. I guess that's telling 'em ain't 
it fat lady. 
1st Stude: Why didn't the circus use 
Upton for the human projectile yes-
terday? 
2nd Stude: Why Upton? 
1st Stude: Because a little bit of 
Upton g"O•es a long way. 
Football player: What sort of dress 
did she wear to the formal? 
Basketball player: Semi-zone. 
new 
send 
the 
Suggested Devices to make the 
gym thoroughly modern: (Please 
all additional suggesti·ons to 
Editor) 
Well I have wound up my alarm 1. A clock from which a cigarette 
clock for the next to the last time ex- will roll at every tick, for use of all 
cept nineteen more days. athletes. A!so a lighter. 
Booklet Advertises 
Text Book Display 
2. A telephone for making dates at 
any time during· practice. 
3. Several bunks at one end. 
4. A sta1ting gun equipped with 
. . . Maxim silencer. 
M1Ss Mary J. Booth, l1branan, has 5 A d' contJ'lolled basketball, posted on the bulletin board by the ti- h: h Gra 10 Henry will invent . 
brary an attractive invitation in book- w lC eorge 
let form to an exhibition of "School 
Books of Yesterday, Today, and To-
morrow," at the Lakeside Press galler-
ies. 
Thls exhibit is being held as a result 
of the efforts of publishers of school 
books to modernize school texts in de-
sign, printing, binding, processes, ma-
terials, and illustration in a degree 
comparable to such trends in books of 
fiction, travel, and art. 
H. F. Heller Talks 
For Geography Club 
Hobart F . Heller, Dean of Men, spoke 
Qn "The Anthracite Coal Mining Dis-
trict" at a meeting of the Geography 
club in Room 6 at 7:30 p. m. last Mon-
day. Raymond Abernathy sketched 
"Russia's Second Five-Year Plan." 
Spring is the time when we would 
like• to go out and plant a walnut tree 
and wait under it 'till the nuts begin 
to fall. 
We was all friends, ain't we? We say, 
ain't we? 
( 
Signed: The 21 J anes. 
The Pan 
Points An 
Accusing Finger 
at • •••• 
l !ill!lll!!!!!llliji!l!!illllilil!llilll!!!flilll!!!!ll!il!!l!l!!!l!il!!!!l!!ll!lil!!i!!!l!l!!l!l!!!!!l!!il!t!!lilll!ill!!liilil!i!l!!liiiillliil !ll!lll@ 
send our alumni out to the Ambraw regulations should be meeting soon. 
3. "It's up thataway f·o·ur squares 
and then east four squares." The roll-call response was given to 
the subject, "Author and title of a cur-
rent magazine article of interest to the 
of 'Club_" The contest feature at the close 
of the meeting was "Ten Topographic 
features you should know." 
in June. 
Rood failed to appear in chapel, it 
seems, because he wanted his veget-
ables in advance. 
4. Gasoline_ 
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we? 5. "Well, where's Carbondale?" 
We say, Isn 't we? 6. The imposing business staff 
Fraternally yours', Miss Reinhardt! I the News. 
Ole Poker Face. 7. Peach blossoms. 
WILLIAM STEAGALL, the new 
Kappa Delta pledge, believes that 
EVERY two dogs should have two bones, 
while MR. COLEMAN argu·es that two 
dtcgs should have one bone. We shall 
see; every dog should have hls day! 
Mrs. Kedley wants some part of the 
campus named after her- i. e., Th e 
Kedley Drive. That's an idea-
l. The George Henry Lights. 
2. The Walker Easy Chair . 
3. The Bails T. B. Library. 
4. The Spence Cafe. 
5. The Verbeau Classroom, etc. 
So the state found out that the 
FERA gang were having time-out toQ 
frequently! 
Professor Colseybur has no oon-
nections in Tower Hill. Get this, Dawn 
Neil! 
Imagine the Student Council want-
ing to put on the News Sunrise Prom! 
Anct the faculty made whoopee in 
our halls. 
How many of you think of hot dogs 
When you see J. Paul Bleed? 
According to. the late Mr. Kilpatrick, 
Alex Summers is a leader. He is still 
getting us to write this column. (Ed. 
Prof. 0. Q. Printwhistle Finds Education Is SO Valuable "I would gladly consent to a student strike against war, but it conflicts with my lunch hour, and I'm not ration-
ed."-Elephant's Trunk. 
(Note: This is one of a number 
of hitherto unpublished articles by 
Prof. Oscar Q. Printwhistle, pro-
fessor o.f Earthworm Pscychology 
at Loxa college of Finance.) 
By Ed P egelow 
Several years ago, I hact t he pleasure 
of conductng a straw vote among the 
Chippewa Indians. My work took me 
among almost all the members of the 
tribe, and I found that, for the most 
partJ they were an ignorant lot in-
deed. I met very few of them who 
could even discuss Einstein intelligent-
ly. 
One day I met a young Indian whom 
I had not seen before. I addressed 
him in the customary Indian language, 
as follows: 
"You speakum paleface noise?" 
"Ugh?" he replied. "Rah, Rah." 
Naturally, I was overjoyed, for I at 
once observed him to be a college 
graduate. We had many interesting 
talks together, he and I , a lthough he 
was hampered by the lack oQ•f an Eng-
lish vocabulary. To think that culture 
should extend itself out into the wild-
erness, as it were, was almost un-
believable. 
You are no doubt wondering why I 
have used such an example, and I will 
fr ankly tell you that I don't know. This 
was supposed to be about educati·on, 
and I suppose that I should go on with 
it, like it or not. 
Every day young people are going 
out into the world from our great 
colleges. Not all of th em will become 
Presidents of the United States, or 
even directors of the NRA. That's 
logic. So you ask, "Is education a 
success?" I can't answer your ques-
tion yet, but I will shortly. 
Some of these graduates will prob-
ably become truck drivers, especially 
those trained to be Mining Engin eers. 
(A recent survey shows that almost all 
truck drivers have stud ied mining en-
gineering in college.) And YoQU ask, 
"What have these fellows gotten from 
college that will enable them to be 
better truck drivers?" Well, about the 
only thing I can think of is a marvel-
ous use of profanity. (I may answer 
your first questi•on any time now, so 
don't go away.) 
"Late to! bed 
Early to rise 
Ain't we got fun, 
Did Y•O•ll get up at Sunrise?" 
- Bewildered. 
Many female graduates will probably According to the ECONOMICS 
get married, within a year or two, for I THEORY: If the girl friend would 
lack of anything better to do. The establish a SINKING FUND, money 
question now is, what good has their would be no impediment to speech or 
education done them? I can't answer progress. 
that one either, but I haven't given 
up yet. 
Now we are all well aware of the fact 
that many of the criminals are college 
bred. Of course, to be a really good 
criminal, one almost has to be educat-
ed. Some men have tried to make a 
"All the dumb girls at t he Hall are 
getting flowers"--GWEN OLIVER, and 
then she gets her MAY DAY BASKET 
from h er FIDELIS pledge, LUKE 
LUCIER. 
go of crime who weren't educated, and Marjorie Sexson, Louise Brian, Adelia 
they never got very far. Tuttle and Goldeen Woodall spent the 
Now, in conclusion, you ask me if one week- end in Champaign. 
should attend college. I will say with Mrs. Guy Burris and Miss R ose Zel-
the greatest possible surety t hat every- 1ler were dinner guests at Pemberton 
one should. Why? You guess. Hall Thursday evening. 
Page Six 
Idea Escapes as 
Dejected Scribe 
Mulls Over Plot 
Adherence to New School Results 
in Conglomeration of Techni-
calities-or .something. 
TEACHERS COI1LEGE NEWS 
Most Beautiful Song in Nature Is Nature Itself 
By Virginia Cottet Snider Yet this was but a simple bird, 
Alone among bare trees." I wish I knew what was the most 
beautiful song in the world. I wonder 
if I shall ever kno.w it, for it is mostly Like the song of a contralto meadow-
humanness that hurts the hearer with 
a sad kindred pain, yet the loon is not 
sad, nor is it lost, nor even mad. 
Tuesday, May 7, 1935 
Walton Morris· 
Elected to Head 
, College Players 
Other Club Officers Are Elected · 
Junior and Senior Membership 
Awards Are Announced. 
in the ear that hears it that a song is lark, if such there be, it was devoid of Neither is the mockingbird mad, nor 
proclaimed finer than all others. It is all shrillness, continuing in the man- the brown thrasher, and both of these 
in the association with that sound that ner of the very thrush-reedy and birds have been called our sweetest 
makes it wonderful. And there are so strange, yet oddly heart-stirring. In singers, and so they are, to many ears. 
many songs: how can we call one the clerestory of a blossoming elm, My own receive ecstatically the song 
I have just finished writing a story sweeter than another when a differ- struck by a shaft of yellow sunlight·, they sing. But far sweeter to certain Walton Morris '37 was elected to 
and the completed paper resembles the ent distinction o<f beauty comes to sat a h ermit thrush singing. ears is the tootling of wild geese fly- head the Players club for the year 
original tdea but little. This is the every ear that listens? Yet how dlfficult is it to choose the 
1
. :g h~gh. ~~nvisible wedges on misty 1935-36 at a meeting of the group on 
first time I ever followed the 'mulling' In my mind, · the song of the hermit most beautiful song. There is the ceru- arc rug · Wednesday evening. The other officers 
By Mrs. Kedley '36 
school of story writing. It is their thrush remains the most exquisite thing lean song of the bluebird that stirs its I Oh, these lovely sounds! How can elected for next 
theory that an idea must germinate, I have ever heard, although some day hearers while winter lingers coldly. we choose? And always in choosing year are: Agnes 
then sprout around in the head, for a I may hear a lovelier melody even There is the tropical Tra-la-la of the ' there comes to mind the doubt that we Worland. vi c e -
while, as the delighted parent, (being than this. It was on a morning after oric·le, who sings a syncopated song for are, not hearing all that there is to be I president and pro-
y.o,urself), coos ove·r the prospect of a several cold days of bone-chilling the benefit of May. And the wood heard. Our ears may be deaf to the gram chairman; 
brain child in the dim future. This dampness and rain. The day opened thrush at dusk, when he sits in the· very sweetest song of all, and yet we Mary Alice Har-
coomg goes on for some time, then the with warm sunshine and a clear sky, darkening woods, rings his clear bell- do not know it. There is the song a w 0 0 d, business 
earnest work begins, a period of incu- and all the birds in the woods and in "Cling, clang, a-lee; 0-lee! 0-lee! " and humming-bird might sing, but does not, man age r and 
bation I should judge, when the idea the fields were singing as if they had one's ear is deeply satisfied. And there or at least we know nothing about it. treasurer; Gladys 
begins to round •orut and take on con- never sung· before. But aloof from all is the purring quaver of a screech owl, That would be a pretty thing, the Watkins, sec r e-
tour and de-finiteness. It is now that these mad songs, another melody sang a sweet, soulful, bubbling song that is needle-fine song of a hummer, if we tary .. 
Walton Morr:s 
you confide in your friends you have serenely over and over in the woods, surely not far from being the sweetest could but hear it. Sprmg promo-
an idea brewing, and, being your no'w sung. foT all to hear, now whisper- sc,ng in the world. And the mad cry And so my life is spent in search- tions for the club 
friends, they will listen to the first oral I ed" as delicately as if in a fairy's ear. of a loon over a black lake strikes ng for the most beautiful song in the included elevation 
appearance of your little idea. soon A song so mystical and calm, thrill-centers that few sounds can pro- world, but soon I shall see that every of eight members 
clever phrases and neat expressions So full of certamties, voke. It is so heart-broken, so hope- song is the sweetest, so I will come to to the Junior stage and nine to Senior 
will develop. It is no use to hold back No man I think could listen long, lessly lost. And yet it is not a beautiful know at last that the most beautiful membership. Those receiving Junior 
mu.ch longer; the idea is boldly clam- Except upon his knees. song, nor yet a sweet one. It is its song in Nature is Nature itself. recognition were Ruth Royce, Evelyn 
oring for written recognition. The miQII·e ------------------------- Carruthers, Gerald Lively, Thomas 
experienced writers will hold the idea I f t• F. ld I r Endsley, Janet Bainbridge, Catherine n orma 1ve 1e · • Fl t h E · d L b · k t off another little while by toying with e C er xam1ne urn nc , Mar Loreland, and Norma 
the mode of expression to be used, the Lures EI Browser· 'SERVING' CLASS OF B p S b k Perry. , 
dialect <American or English), and the FIDELIS PRACTICES Y oetry crap 00 · The nine members who have attain-
pr•obable outcome of the plot. Then the After several weeks of poetry and AT PEMBERTON HALL ed Senior membership include Mary 
idea bursts fully punctuated from your novels, 'tis time to browse in some more As if the sun had trodden down the Alice Harwood, Elizabeth Covalt, Eliza-
forehead. Unhurriedly it assumes its informative fields. 'Retrospect" caught "Ladies, yo' food am dished." sky, beth Widger, Helen Hall, Dorothy 
form and moves to it sedately. You are my attention, especially since it was Wednesday noon Fidelis pledges Until no more it holds air for us, but Dowell, Bill Boyd, Charles Myers, 
completing a task now. The joy of ,called an unfinished autobiography. in short, weirdly-assorted smocks only humid vapor, Helen Sabin, and Esther Simons. 
creation happened somewhe·re in the Balfour makes his life extremely inter- trotted obediently in and out of The heat, pressing upon earth with 
dim past. esting. ·th irresistible languor, e Pemberton Hall k'itchen T 1 • urns a l the solid forest into half-
This is an interesting theo~ry. I have ' For a new light on Benjamin Frank-
tried it. I had the idea of a hollow lin read Stifer's collection of his let- ' 
thorn tree filled with ramwater im- ters which he calls "My Dear Girl." 
pregnated with tannic acid, the acid To conclude your brows'ing in biography 
acting as a preservative. The tree is add a French touch with Jacquemaire's 
blown down in a storm. An old wo- biography of Madame Roland and gain 
man watching it recalls her youth and a view into the Ozarks thr·ough Elean-
her connection with the tree. She has or Risley's "An Abandoned Orchard." 
hidden some·thing in it a l•oog time ago. If you grow tired of "Chats on Jap-
She was hurt that night and had been anese Prints" by Fiche during these 
"bearing gifts" into the dining 
room. Under the careful super-
vision of Walton Morris and 
Charles Austin, they distributed 
plates of food, poured tea and 
replenished sugar bowls. Few 
casualties were reported. When 
the girls sang "Here's to our 
Waiters," they wouldn't take a 
bow. One young Fidefis hopeful j 
suggested it was because "Our 
shoestrings were chokin' us." a cripple ever smce. She has deter- days when "The Sea," which Marmer 
mined. to kill hersel~ if . the secret is writes about, seems to be everywhere, : 
ever ~1scovered. It 1s discovered and 
1 
you've still got something to look for-
she kills herself. ward to. Soon, we hope, Cabell can Designs by Former 
Student Published 
All well and good, a grand idea un- take "These Restless Heads" and turn 
til I started mulling on it. I mulled out them over to Necholson who can teach 
loud. Questions flew thick and fast. them "The Art of Bird Watching." 
How was the girl going to reach the Or if it's botany that is making you 
ho•le in the tree? Where was the hole? restless, get acquainted with Keeler's Mary Deputy Lamson, New York 
How high was it from the ground? "Our Early Wild Flowers." In the landscape architect, was asked by 
What kmd of a tree was it? (I thought meantime, whi'le waiting for the sea I "House Beautiful" to design the 
it was a thorn but I located it here in i to dry up, let's read about "Far Peo- grounds for two small houses shown on 
Charleston and found out it was a lo- pies" as Phillips sees them. pages 50 and 51 of the April 1935 is-
cust tree. I had to look up its family sue •O.f that magazine. These garden 
name and change my mental concep- Tardy marks are costly and un- designs are shown in the same issue on 
tion of thorn tree to locust.) Could a necessary. SchoD'l watches given our pages 54 and 55. 
girl climb to the ho•le? How long ago special attentton. Guaranteed work at Mary Deputy Lamson is a former 
was the article hidden? How old was reasonable prices. c. P. coon, 408 student at Eastern State. She is the 
the girl then and now? Is tannic acid Sixth St. daughter of M. W. Deputy, who was 
a preservative? What was the name of Director of the Training school from 
the poison? Could Anna drag heF up !Patronize · the News advertisers. 1909 to 1910. Dr. Deputy is n+OiW presi-
two flights of stairs? Should her par.- dent of the state teachers college at 
ents raise more Cain over their daugh- Bemedji, Minn. 
Flowers by wire to mothers out of 
town.-Lee's Flower Shop. Phone 39. 
./ 
liquid smudge. 
The heav~ clouds, like cargo-boats, 
stramed slowly up against its 
current; 
And the flickering of the heat haze is 
like the churning of ten thousand 
paddles 
Against the heavy horizon, pale blue 
and utterly windless 
Whereon the sun hangs ~oti·o•nless, a 
brassy disk of flame. 
John Gould Fletcher has been call-
ed a painter-poet, a landscape poet 
a _colorist. He writes of surface beaut; 
With deliberate precision. He does not 
spontaneously sing. His poems show 
the absorption of a contemplative per-
son deeply interested in its object. 
Mr. Fletcher is completely absorbed 
in_ hts lwe of earth and sea and sky. 
HIS more personal love p::Jems such as 
"The Tree of Life" ,are not convincing. 
The lady in the poem is an abstraction. 
Mr. ·Fletcher is most convlncing when 
most alone. 
He can be called a mystic, rebellious 
imagist. Sometimes his verses seem 
laboured as if he were striving for an 
effect to such an extent that he ob-
scures the effect by the striving. His 
polyphonic prose is too monotonous in 
Ruth Miller Chosen 
To Head Home Ec 
Ruth MiHer of Casey, Illinois, will 
head the Home Economics club here 
next year, according to a report from 
a recent meeting of the club. 
At t he meeting some discussion was 
given to plans for sending a delegate 
to the National Home Economics Con-
vention t o he held in Chicago in June. 
its cadence t 01 be effect ive. 
Mr. Fletcher's delicate subtle variety 
of sound and tune is attuned to the 
mood of the poem. After reading 
"Heat" quoted above, one feels the 
~ultrines~ of the day and the languor 
m the a1r. The image of the heat 
pressing upon the earth gives a mental 
picture of hot summer days. 
EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS 
GROCERIES, VEGETABLES, ' 
MEAT 
Where E. I. and South Charleston 
Buy Their Eats 
Meet Your Friends Here 
LINCOLN INN 
DELICATESSEN 
Phone 73 706 Liricoln Ave. ter's tnjury? Would they take Anna's lights because I knew all the details so 
word, or investigate, using the third de- well that I discarded some of the im-
gree? What style should be followed portant ones as unnecessary. I stili 
direct or indirect conversation, mono~ doubt if the reader caught the import-
logue, stream of consciousness, fire- ance of that casual sentence. "Rain-
side, or a "time" story? Should the water full of tannic acid, was the re- Mothers Day Candy- All prices-
treatment be objective IOIT subjecttive? po:rt." Also I'd like to know what the Peoples Drug Store- Walgreen System. ANOTHER' BIG SURER VACOE ' ... : ........ -~ 
Where should the author be in or out readers thought was in the' bundle. North side square. 
of the story? What about a climax· Never again will I mull over an idea. .-----------------• 
should it be at the death of the old As soon as I catch a glimpse of it I · 
lady or at the discovery 101f the rudden shall start writing and let it unfold on 
secret? Should both these events hap- paper beneath my pen for my complete 
pen at once? What arrangement of enjoyment. I shall be the first to dis-
details should be' used, chronological cover the mood of my idea and thrill 
sequence, past, present, or future? over its climax. If I should re-word a 
Where should the story begin, at the sentence the idea will remain crystal-
beginning, the middle <JIT the most im- lized as I do so. Never again will I hate 
portant event? Should the opening an tdea that I loved once, as I do 
sentence be leisurely, abrupt, tantal- GEEDITSIA TRIACANTHOS, HONEY 
izing, or ordinary? Should the end LOCUST. 
leave the reader in the air, settle the 
mystery, or, have the old woman re-
pent and confess all? What about a 
title? Should it be named for the tree, 
the lady, l()r the secret? 
Swamped by mulling, I tried to write 
it out. The idea seemed so melo-
dramatic, too impossible for a fairy 
tale. I knew too much about the alter-
natives to stick to any 'one plan of ac-
tion. I left out many interesting side-
A Mother's Day Thot 
Give Mother a Hand !Painted 
Picture of Yourself This Year 
Art Craft Studio 
PHONE 598 
POPULAR BRANDS 
CANDY BARS 
3 for lOc 
W. E. HILL & SON 
Southwest Corner Square 
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS 
PRIVATE P A~ TIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop- Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U.S. GRANT 
Mattoon 
Telephone 2700 
Illinois 
MEN'S ATHLETIC 
SHORTS 
OR SHIRTS 
Worth 25c; Your Choice 
at each 
What values! What an op-
portunity! Well made, full 
cut Broadcloth Shorts in 
fast color patterns. The 
Athletic Shirts are of Swiss 
Ribbed fine yarn. 1 
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Tables Turned on Star ·Interviewer of - Art-i-facts-
News; Discusses Journalism Career 
Described as Politically Demo-
publican, Socially H umoristo-
crat by Interviewer. 
By Grace Thompson 
+·-.._;._,.,_,,_,,_,,_,.,_,,_,,_,,_,,_. + 
I '<!fire j I J nlifi!al i 
I Jann:ratna i 
Do you know the story of the Blue 
Boy? Who was it that maintained an 1 
interesting picture could not be paint-
ed using only blue as the predominat-
ing color? Gainsbor·ough painted the 
Blue Boy to prove that this could be 
done. A reproduction of his picture is 
on exhibition in the art l'OOm. 
Story of 'Living Yet .Dead' Is Related 
In Account About Ghost Dog's Spiri 
Spring Exhibit Will 
Be Offered May 24 
Whip-poor-wills Mourn Plain 
tively, Great Star Dips Lo 
for Lost One. 
May 24 is the date set for the an- By Virginia Cottet Snider 
l l 
• By : 
t Roy Wilson i 
+ -··-··-··-·~~-··-··--·-··-··-··-··-·+ 
"I'm far too immature for philos-
ophy," said Evelyn Anderson, soberly; 
"such things are reserved for folks like 
J. Paul Reed!" This girl is the Evelyn 
Anderson; the girl who wrinkles her 
nose in disdain at a snob and dismisses 
said snob with, "James, please knock Labels are a vital thing to the Amer-
that icicle off my ear," This Evelyn ican voter. Many policies once adv•Dt-
Anderson is politically a Demopublican cated by the Socia~ist party, and 
and socially a humoristocrat. frowned upon by Republicans and 
Another Evelyn Anderson, the deter- Democrats alike, have become realities 
mined-looking little blonde you've under the New Deal. Last fortnight 
seen perched upon the edge of a chair the lower branch of the California 
with a business-like pencil and note- state legislature passed, without a 
book in hand, is a newspaper reporter dissenting V•ote, a bill to extablish co-
who "gets her story." She became in- operative organizations for the unem-
terested in journalism in high school. played in accordance with the produc-
She was first a reporter, then associate tion-for-use plan which was the key-
editor, and finally editor-in-chief of stone of defeated Upton Sinclair's EPIC 
the high school paper. In the sum- platform last fall. This same gr·o up 
mer she reports for the Danville Com- of legislators has also approved, by a 
mercial-News. Lately she has reported wide margin, a resolution asking Gov-
several interviews printed in the News. ernor Merri'am to release Tom Mooney 
She told us some of her experiences fr.om prison-a feat which Sinclair 
in newspaper writing. vowed would be his first public act as 
F,irst Interviewed Teacher Governor. So we say to aspiring office-
"My first interview was with a school seekers, anything is P?ss.ible, but be 
teacher who had come to visit our high careful what you call It m advance. 
school Journalism class. Our principal Debt to Mr. Ochs-
asked for someone to interview him I Although most EI students probably 
and the teacher sent me. I was terri- ~ aren't aware of the fact , they are oon-
fied because I had been taught that siderably indebted to the late Adolph 
reporters always had long sheets of s. Ochs of the New York Times for 
questions to ask and I , of course, one of the best features in our library. 
hadn't prepared any. There were only we refer to the Dtctionary of American 
ten minutes to get a column story. My biography, the 20-Y.r:l'lume record of the 
interview was printed in the school lives of the makers of America, which 
paper and I was thereby initiated into is being brought out under the auspices 
the gentle art of reporting. of the American Council of Le·arned 
. "My most gruesome experience was societies. The project of an author-
m covering the accidents and deaths itative encyclopedia ,0,f American bio-
reported to a local undertaker. This graphy similar to the British Dtction-
was my regular assignment and I ary of' National Biography was pro-
?idn't like it any too well. One morn- posed to Mr. Ochs some ted years ago. 
mg when I went around to get what- He realized at once what such a re-
ever news I could find there, the un- ference work would mean to writers, 
dertaker said he had an unidentified and students, agreeing to supply the 
body. He asked me in to see if I $500,000 required for the preparation of 
could recognize the young man. Be- the manuscript of more than 15,000 
caue the faee was badly mutilated, I biographies. 
could not, but I learned later he had .. 
been one 01. my classmates." I Pohtw~a . . 
Enjoys Art of Reporting Here I~ ~~e order m which the dif-
M' Anderson likes reporting. She ferent diVISIOns of the $4,000,000,000 mee~~s a great many people and meet- w?rk-relief program will be car~ied •out: 
ing people is her favorite occupation. First, ?CC camp~ , second h1ghways, 
She said "Interviewing a man like then. grade crossmgs, and last such 
s lvi is a treat." public works as slum clearance and 
aThe Evelyn Anderson who plays the similar projects-Students who have 
·ano with such enjoyment and who is been wondering whether FRA work will f~ great demand for entertainments of be continued in the c~ll~ge~ next year 
all kinds, is a real music lover. Every- or not should be optimistic. Of the 
thing about music fascinates her. She huge work-reli.ef s~m, $300,000,000 was 
has studied music for eleven years. She earmarked for assistance for educa-
intends to teach public school mush tion and professional and clerical per-
her major subject at EI. She likes to sons ... The City Manager plan of gov-
read biographies of famous composers . ernment, inaugurated in 1907 in Sum-
Her favorites are Bach, Debussey, and ter, S. C., is now: in ·use in more than 
Beethoven. "At the present moment" 300 cities and continues to push out 
she likes best to play Beethoven's the older commission form. One of the 
"Sonata Pathetique." latest additions to ·cities swinging over 
Stars in Her Studies to the manager plan is Trenton, N. J., 
nual Practical Arts Exhib'it held joint- Suddenly I stopped still 'in the ra-
Prospective brides are advised to look 1 b th H t t Y Y e orne Economics Depar men vine woods where I had been walking 
into the suggestion for furnishing the d th I d t · 1 d t t 
. . . an e n us na Arts epar men . at dusk, the whip-poor-wills crying 
home 1~ the House Beautiful for Apn~ . John Ritchie was appointed general plaintively all around me. The tree 
Yellow IS reoommended for the bn~e s chairman of the exhibit by Earl Lu- were blaek filagree against the dark-
bedroom, and walls of deep rose With Icier, president of the Industrial Arts erring sky, and the glowing plane 
white satin bedspread for the guest club. The Industrial Arts club under Venus hung low. Somewhere ahead o 
room. the supervision of Mr. Ritchie will have me had scampered a little ghost dog. 
full charge of the Open House. I knew 'it was he, for his mortal bones 
Herbs are used for medtcine, but The exhibit will consist of work lay not far away. I had seen them 
after all they can serve an artistic pur- ~ done by students majoring in Indus- before; now I had glimpsed the lit-
pose. An article ?n planning a ~erb trial Arts ·and Domestic Science. It tle ghost dog himself as he ran through! 
garden appeared m House Beautiful. will include work in sheet metal, me- the dusky woods in pursuit of som 
Frances ~rown sug~ests a that~hed chanica! drawing, pattern mak'ing, l ghost rabbit who had d'ied by a hunt-
cottage With a rustle wooden bndge, printing, woodworking, electricity, rna- er's gun. 
surrounded by an herb garden. chine shop, band steel, toymaking, He had 
sewing and cooking. An added feature 
this year will be a display of power 
driven tools by a commercial tool com-
crept close to a deserted 
camp fire one bitter January night 
for he was friendless and far from 
home. ~ut the little dog had died 
when the fire had died, and in th 
morning he h ad la in stiff and cold, 
his white teeth bared in defiance of 
the Death Spirit who had touched him 
even as he snarled. 
When the search for models for the 
life drawing class began, the art class 
discovered that there are many stu-
dents with faces, forms, and patience 
good enough to rate with professi·on-
als. In fact, some are better than 
many professional models. 
Pegasus Ponders 
''EXPERIENCE'' 
Here come life, 
Gleefu~ly toying; 
There goes life, 
Gloomy now and disillusioned 
-but thoughtful. 
-Cloyd W . Paskins. 
"DISSIMULATION" 
Lackadai'sically dreaming-
Inwardly screaming, 
With a rage of emotion 
pany. 
Campus View Group 
Takes Hike Sunday 
The Campus Viewers enjoyed a three 
mi'le hike Sunday morning at 5: 00 
o'clock. On their return two hours 
later, a breakfast of grapefruit, ham 
and eggs, hot biscuits and coffee was 
served to them. Those present were: 
Adelia Tuttle, Goldeen Woodall, Mar-
jorie Sexson, Louise Brian, Kathryn 
Merrett, Rosalie Funk, Viola Moranto•, 
Thelma Tipton, Opal Starwalt, Freda 
Brooks, Vivian Metcalf, Madalene 
Strader, Virginia Vandiver, Hortense 
Shie~ds, Mary Cullum, Alene Wood, and 
the host and hostess, Mr. and Mrs. C. 
T. Gates. 
DRAMA STUDY CLUB 
Breeding fires of commotion, 
'Gainst a woll'ld of suppression 
Feeding nought but depression-
Some manage to exist. 
-Cloyd W. 
MEETS THURSDAY 
Paskins. l 
Drama Study club, with twenty-six 
members present, met Thursday night 
with Mrs. Glen Edman in the Key-
stone apartments on Harrison street. 
Gay singing birds 
Gay laughing youths 
Gay whispering leaves 
Gay singing, laughing, 
Spring. 
Luscious white clouds 
In a dreamy blue sky; 
Bright singing birds 
whispering Mrs. Donald Alter had charge of the 
program, reading Cean O'Casey's play 
"Within the Gates." 
There were 80 students in the E. I. 
graduating class in 1917. 
Now the little ghost dog scampers 
about the wooded ravine at night, and 
on moonlit nights his small voice bays 
the moon. But sometimes when the 
night is ch'ill, the little ghost dog 
moans as he did on that Januar~ 
night when the embers cooled and h 
grew colder under the fingers of the 
Death Spirit. I had heard him moa 
one evening just at dusk and it had 
made my heart chill. 
I knew where his bones lay. TheJI 
were just ahead of me, beside the 
blackened spot that had once been 
camp fire. I did not go farther. 
hestitated to see the ghost of the sa 
l'ittle dog, for ghosts of things are dif 
ficult to forget. The whip-poor-wills 
mourned unceasingly and the grea 
star dipped low. 
P atronize the 'Tv ews advertisers. 
EYES TESTED 
Glasses Fitted by 
RICKETTS 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE 
In a leafy green tree; 
Sweet dreams •of love 
In a sleepy young head; 
Spring. 
News ads will tell you what Charles-
ton merchants have to offer. Watch I 
them and trade with o"r advertisers. 
1 
A full~: o~h:d~!?ai~~~.Lhltchen ~ 
utensils, tools, cutlery, and sporting goods. ...oooua-
We also repair suitcas~s , bags, trunks, and all leather goods. 
'' See Us Before You Buy '' 
The Thing to Do I SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 492 
MOTHER'S DAY 
Sunday, May 12 1 ·--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Whitman's or Martha Washington 
Candies 
The CANDY SHOP 
FREE DRINKS 
. Mary Elizabeth Bratton, Sam Tay-
lor, Ruth Thomas, Don Jones 
New Strap Pumps Miss Anderson is an excellent stu- whtch last month chose a nine-man 
1 
dent. She had the highest scholastic City Council and a City Manager t :J< 
record in her high school and gradu- replace their commission form. ~-----------------------------------------ating class and has been on the honor 
roll ever since she came to EI. She I 
was elected a member of the honorary 
"Owls' Society" when a high school 
freshman. In grade sehool she won 
prizes for her essays and in high school 
she travelled around to speaking con-
tests where she gave humorous read-
ings. "I didn't win much, but it was 
a change from cook'ing, anyway." 
Her interests are varied. She likes I 
funny things best, but she enjoys 
poetry of any kind and she likes to 1 
read biographies. Her hobbies are 
swimming, tennis, collecting stamps, 
collecting spoons (one from each 
state), corresponding with people in I 
foreign countries, and making scrap-
books. .She likes people, music, dogs, 
and horses. Her "pet peeves" are 
bananas, oatmeal and nicknames. 
Huge sale of all books. Everything 
must go to make room for new depart-
ment. ~undreds of books, 6 for 25c.
1 
Every kmd of magazine. - Old Mill 
Book Shop, 610 Seventh st. 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work. 
PHONE 295 
LOOK ... 
New Nelly Don Cot-
tons for Summer 
Come in . . . write in . . . phone in . 
but get in on this gala cotton event! The 
new Nelly Dons have just arrived ... and 
they more than live up to their reputation 
for good looks, good fit, good value. Dimi-
ties, voiles, batistes, prints, nets, eyelets, 
laces, seersuckers. Play frocks . home 
frock~, street frocks , all kinds of frocks. 
Many to choose from and little to pay. 
Sizes 12 to 44. 
PRICED 
$ 
$2.95, $7.95 to $10.95 
DRESS-WELL SHOPS 
$2.98 
All White Kid-19-8 High 
Heel. A wonderful, easy 
fitting pattern. 
RYAN SHOE STORE 
EAST SIDE SQUARE 
KEITH'S BAKERY 
BAKERS OF 
A Full and Complete Line of 
FANCY PASTRIES 
SPECIAL ORDERS SOLICITED 
Keith's Bread-Ask For It By Name 
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State Normal Nips Panther Trackmen by 90-41 Score 
Well-balanced Red Bird Team Proves 
Superior; El's Freshmen Again Star 
Davis, Upton, and Anderson Win 
Firsts for EI; Holmes Tops 
Scorers with 10 Points. 
Lantzmen Will Play 
Two Little 19 Tilts j 
Normal defeated the Angus track- The Lantzmen will play two of the 
sters at the local field by a score of strongest teams in the Little Nineteen 
90 to 41 Friday afternoon. Again EI's when they meet Illinois college at 
freshmen stars led the locals in the Jacksonville today and Illinois Wes-
scoring ranks. A sensational run by leyan at Bloomington Thursday. The 
Marv'in Upton in the mile took first, Hill-toppers of Jacksonville have one 
and Bob Anderson again outpaced all of the best co:lege teams ever to play 
competitors to win the two mile in in the Little Nineteen conference. Last 
10:38, excellent time considering the year the Panthers made a four run 
condition of the track. Both of these rally in the last of the ninth inning to 
wins were from distance men consid- hand them one of their two defeats 
ered the best in the state. of the season. They feature Jim Winn, 
Davis, senior broad-jumper suppl'ied home run king of the conference for 
the other first with a surprise victory the last three years. Teamed with 
in his event. Bob Holmes, freshman Winn is left-fielder Pacotti, another 
star for Charleston High won seconds long range hitter. Other veterans are 
in the pole vault, broad-jump, javelin, Woods and Taylor, out fielders; Kline, 
and tied for second in the high jump third base, Watts, second base, and 
to lead the locals in scoring w'ith ten Reay, short stop. Davis and Seaber, 
points. both veterans will do the twirling for 
Normal flashed power in the dashes , the Hill-toppers. 
and hurdles with their colored stars The "Titans" from Illinois Wesleyan 
Gorens and Barton winning their have proven that they have .a strong 
events. R. Miller, indoor conference team this year. On their spring tour 
champion in the quarter, w0n that through the South they won six games 
event handily. The mile relay was while dropping but two. Victims were 
close, with Normal beat'ing the locals the University of Missouri, Louisiana 
to the tape by inches. State, Mississippi State and Tulane, 
The next track meet for the Angus- who split a two game series with 
men will be the State Teachers C'ol- them. Their second loss came at the 
lege meet at Normal next Saturday. hands of Mississippi State, with whom 
Upton, Anderson, and Holmes are fav- they played a three game series. The 
ored to win points for Charleston. University of Illinois nine lost a high 
One mile run - Upton, EI, first; 
Forbes, Normal, second; Middleton, 
Normal, third. Time-4.46. 
score game to them after winning a 
closer one. In their only conference 
game to date they defeated the strong 
Millikin team by an 8 to 3 score. 
+·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-+ 
LANTZ 
-0-
GRAMS 
Indiana State's Golf Team Swamps EI 
On Charleston Course Saturday, 16-2 
------------------------------. 
Close Battle Looms I In Teachers CI'assic 
Worland, Newcomer to Team, Has 
Hand in Scoring All EI Points; 
Adamson Shoots 162. 
The eighth annual Teachers College ~astern State golfers lost a 36-hole 
track meet will be h eld on McCormack match to Indiana State Teachers Col-
John Wyeth field at State Normal University Sat- lege on the Charleston Country Club 
+ course Saturday by a 16 to 2 score _,._,._ .. _,_,_ •. _,._.,_,._.,_ •. _ .+ urday This meet has become a class- . . . · 11· · .. . Flaymg m foursomes m the morning 
weather permitting, Easter state's 1c affarr, With Normal and Carbondale Indiana won 51L t l L I t 
h ld. 11 f th h · sh' , 12 o n . n wosome spr'ing athletic forces again will try to 0 mg .a 0 e c ampwn Ips so play during the afternoon Indiana tri-
play out their regular schedules. Base- j far. This year, however, DeKalb and J umphed, 10% to 1%. Adamson of In-
ba:ll and tennis teams had to curtail I M31C~mb of~er stronger teams to diana held low total for the 36 holes 
their games last week. thus throwing promis~ a :V1de open race for the with 161-78, 83. Clarence carlson 
a heavy burden on themselves in the j champiOnship. and Edward Gates scored low for 
fading phase of the season. The Lantz- The dashes will offer the best races, Charleston, turning in 173 cards. carl-
men meet two arch rivals this week in ! potentially, over any other year of the son and worland won EI's 1;2 polnt in 
the persons of Illinois Wesleyan and meet's history. Payton and Hill from the foursome by halvinP" the first 
IUinois College. The latter team has Carbondale; Nori and Trakas from round of their match. worland, new-
two of the best pitchers in the con- DeKalb; Deacon Gorens for Normal comer on the local team scored El's 
ference. Davis, number one twirler, 
1 
and Carter from Macomb make up a point and a half in afternoon play. 
. . . . . . es s o our some p ay: amson held EI hitless in last year's game for fast field. The quarter w'ill be hotly I R ult f f 1 Ad 
the s1x mnmgs he p~tched-whlCh hap- contested between Carl Hem, ~Kalb, 78, Rawley 85_ 163 ; Gates 85, Newell pened to be the fmal ones of the I an outdoor conference champwn; R. 85 170 Ind. th . ts· B k W 1 · t d f ·t M'll N 1 . d f - , 1ana, ree pmn , a er game. es eyan 1S no e more or 1 s 1 er, orma , an m oor con erence 86 Th 82 168. C 1 85 h h ·tt· d h 1 b h B t h G 11 f ' ompson - • arson • eavy 1 1ng crews an s ou d e no c amp; u c a oway o Macomb; w 1 d 86-17l- I d' 21;2 · ts 
except'ion this season. EI's two regu- Tripp and Heiderachied from Carbon- EiorlAan . t· s· 1 n tna N ~~n94• lar slab artists, Lanman and Hone- dale along with Kelly of EI. The mid- R : po~~ ' 1~g ~~ Pay t; ewe. t:s.' 
finger, will see duty- heavy duty- dle distance races will be taken care G a; ey88 A; n Ian3
a, d~ee po;~ ' 
this week. of by Bush, Smith, and Forbes ·of ~ es ' amson 8 • In lana, . ree 
Normal; Cummins, Upton. and Ander- P?mts: .. Worland 90, ~aker 88, Indiana 
. son from EI· Pi er of Carbondale and 1 ~ pomts, EI 1% pomts; Carlson 88, 
Indiana State's golf team evidently 1 Bak r f D 'K 1~ ' Thompson 86, Indiana, three points. played very steadY and at times bril- 1 e 0 . e a · . 
Hant golf to beat EI here Saturday. The field events Will be headed by 
Adamson of the invaders shot 79-83 Bill Carr, Normal, holder of the 
over the 36-holes, which is a good score 
for any of the noble c:an of turf-
toilers. Gates and Carlson showed up 
best for the locals. Despite the dis-
parity in size of these two men, Gates 
manages to play as steadily as Carl-
Zoology Class Trip 
Has Been Postponed 
Because of bad weather, Mr. C. S. 
440 yard dash-R. Miller, Normal, 
first; Kelly, EI, second; Norton, Nor-
mal, third. Time-52: 3. 
The "Titans" have "Bob" Swanson, son. 
brother of Evar Swanson, former White 
Teachers College pole vault record. 
The broad jump and hurdles again 
will offer classy fields, headed by 
Crisp, Hill, and Parodinas, Carbon-
dale; Nori, DeKalb; Gorens and Bar-
ton, Normal; Galloway and Alexander, 
Macomb, and Neal, EI. 
Shot put competition will be led by 
big' Harry Bauder from Carbondale 
with Tiny Cowan from DeKalb ap-
proaching the first place mark. Pet-
ers of DeKalb with a throw of 185 
Spooner was forced to drop a pro-
j.ected trip to Rocky Branch, near 
Marshall, which all zoology majors ex-
pected to take. If time permits a new 
date may be arranged and a picnic 
dinner will be held at Rocky Branch. 
100 yard dash - Gorens, 
first; Veach, Normal, second; 
t'in, EI, third. Time- 10.1. 
Sox star.; Goldsmith, third base, Vis- BOB HOLMES will pitch for the 
Normal, tart, catcher; Appleton, right field, and I CHARLESTON MERCHANTS in the 
C. Aus- "Wib" Henry, heavy hitting outfie:der clty soft-ball league this summer. 
120 yard high hurdles-Barton, Nor-
mal, first; Neal, EI, second; Mauer, 
Normal, third. Time-16.1. 
from Benton He is a brother of I DICK HUTTON is slated to play short-
"Ernie" Henr~, present Illini star. Haw- 1 stop •on the same t eam ... EI was feet. in the javelin is almost certain of 
kins and Mead, veteran pitchers, will t represented in golf for the first time settmg a new record. 
White Shoe Polish, 10c and 25c-Peo· 
ples Drug Store-Walgreen System. 
Niodh side square. 
880 yard run-Faches, Normal, first; 
Cummins, EI, second; Smith, Normal, 
carry the mound duty for Wesleyan. J several years ago when HARRY I================ 
·coach Lantz will use H~nefinger or J"CO~T" ~AUFMAN hitch-hiked to heave of 178 feet will win the event in 
Lan:nan on the mound with. Strader the little nmeteen tournam.ent .... the javelin, a jump of 5 feet 10 inches 
Normal, b_ehmd the plate, Carlock on f1rst; Kes- RED JONES, of Calumet Cit~ thr~at- will be good enough to take a first in 
C. Aus- smger, second base; Lewis, short stop; er:s to put . EI on the map m. sw1m- the high jump and that to qualify for 
third. Time-2 :07.2. 
220 yard dash - Gorens, 
first; Veach, Normal, second; 
tin, EI, third. Time-22.7. Cook or Urbansik at third; in the out mmg. H e IS a back-stroke art1st and the finals of the hundred one will have field he will choose from Dettro, Shaw, has a~ong hi~ acquaintances some of to oo•ver the distance in l~ss than 10 :1. 
BUY MONARCA 
"BETTER GASOLINE" 
P. Cooper and Davidson. the b1g shots m the tank sport .... 
There is no doubt that this year's teach- Lynch Oil Co. Station 
Mile Relay- Normal, first, (Norton, 
Gorens, Miller, Forbes) ; EI, second, 
(Fox, Neal, Kelly, Cumm'ins). Time-
3:39. ShaW Leads Locals ers college track meet will be one of the News ads will tell you what Charles-best in years. CARBONDALE, NC,RM- ton merchants have to offer. Watch Cor. 5th & Monroe. Phone 500 
Broad jump - Davis, EI, first; With .555 Average AL and DEKALB all have strong, well them and trade with our advertisers. 
Holmes, EI, second; Wilson, Normal, balanced teams . . . . There will be a I 
Bulk Plant on Big 4 R. R. 
third.Th~am~19fucl9% in~M. Ch clas~~Minalmo~~~Y run~ng ' ~------------------------------~ 
High jump- Hanes, Normal, first; otcy Shaw, with an impressive 
1 
average of 555 leads EI batters event. The hundred and two-twenty Holmes, EJ, Carr, Normal, Alex~nder, · • · Catcher Davl.dson playm· g only one yard dashes will probably be the most EI, H enderson, EI, tied for second. ' j game made an xc 11 t h · b th hot1y contested . . . Here is our pre-Height-5 feet 7 inches. • e e en s owmg o 
at the Plate and b h . d 't F' t b dicti'on as to! the outcome of the meet: Discus - Bectwell, Normal, first; e m 1 · ITS ·ase-
man Carlock a freshman l·s a consiS· t Carbondale, first·, Normal, second,· De-Mower, Normal, second; Risser, Nor- • • -
mal, third. Distance-121 feet 3 'in- ent long range hitter and many of his Kalb, third; EI and Macomb fighting 
ches. blows have gone for extra bases. A it •out for · fourth . . . The most likely 
Shot put-A. Miller, Normal, first; triple at Millikin missed the top of the point winners for EI (we predict) are: 
Bectwell, Normal, second; coales, Nor- park fence by two feet, they say. How- ~NDERS<?N in the two mile, UPTON 
mal, third. Distance-39 feet 6% in- ard Ba llard has the only home run ~n the m1le, HOLME~ in the high 
ches. r egistered by EI batsmen. Strader, JUmp and CU~~UNS m the 440 • ... 
J avelin-Mower Normal first· Hol- 1 Kessinger and Lewis show better than We also predict that Carbondale's 
mes, EI, second;' A. Miller, Normal, average percentages. I negro. flash will win the cen~u~, but 
third. Distance- 161 feet. Batting AverageS!: he Wl'll be pushed at the fm1sh by 
Pole vault - Carr, Normal, first; Player AB H Pet., GORENS of Normal and NORI and 
Holmes, EI, second; Hanes, Normal, Shaw .... ................................ 9 5 .555 r:r:RAKEs of DeKalb ·: · . The ti~e is 
third. He~ght-11 feet. Davidson ............................. .4 2 .500 likely to be about 9:9 If the track IS in \ 
Duey .................................... 2 1 .500 I good oondition ... . We figure that: a 1 
Golf Team to Meet Carlock .............................. 13 6 ·461 I 
Kessinger ........................ 11 5 .455l , 
Two Foes This week Strader .............................. 15 6 .400 I s h Ti'- I 
Ballard ................................ 8 3 .375 moot 1' reeze ' 
Eastern state's golf team will play Lewis .............. .................... 14 5 .357 Makes . . . 
its first matches on foreign courses this 1 Cook .................................... 12 4 .333 
week when it meets Indiana State at Cooper ................................ 8 1 .125 
Terre H aute Friday and State Normal Honefinger ........................ 9 1 .111 
at Bl•oomington Saturday. The locals Lanman .............................. 3 0 .000 
played Normal in their first match of Dettro .................................. 2 0 .000 
the season, losing by a 9 to 3 score. Weekley .............................. 2 0 .000 
Durwood Bonne, outstanding intercol- Curry .................................... 2 0 .000 
legiate golfer in the state, captains the Pitching Records: 
Normal t eam. He gets able assistance Honefinger, one won, one lost. 
fr·om Herbster, Davis, and McKay. Lanman , no wins, one lost. 
INCLEMENT WEATHER 
HALTS SOFTBALL PLAY Shoe Repairing Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
417 Seventh St. Phone 173 
All scheduled kittenball games were 
indefinitely postponed because of rain 
and chronically muddy diamonds last I 
week. ~------------------------------• 
5i .... _...,
MEADOW GOLD I 
ICECREAM I 
Richer • •• Creamier I 
I 
I REMEMBER THE CARRY-
HOME PACKAGE 
"The Great American Dessert" 
MOTHER'S DAY 
. 
NEXT SUNDAY, MAY 12TH 
Remember Her with Greeting Cards and Gifts 
KING BROTHERS 
Book & Stationery Store-Phone 428 
NEWSPAPERS MAGAZINES 
'> ;J 0 I • • • ' ', ' ., : • ~ .~- • - ~ ' •' <# ' • ~ - ({ ' • v • -' 
JAMES 
- ' . ' . '. ~ . 
Knit 
Sport Shirts 
Zipper Front 
78c-98c 
Short sleeve. In white and plain blue. 
Th e 98c shirt is rayon, ribbed knit. White 
only. All sizes. They're cool and very 
stylish. 
MURRAY 
CLOTHIERS 
~ . . . 
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Hugh Harwood Re-elected President 
Of Phi Sigma Ep~ilon for Next Year 
Harold Snyder to Glenna Simpson Announced as New 
Wed Hammond Girl W.AA p •d B M d 
_ resz ent at anquet on ay 
Rex Hovious Named Vice-presi-
dent; Edman Is Secretary; 
Pledg-es Are Announced. 
To Head Phi Sigs Again 
Hugh Harwood was re-elected presi-
dent of Delta chapter of Phi Sigma 
Epsilon at the annual election held 
last Tuesday night. Other officers I 
named at the same time were Rex 
Hovious vice-president; Ben Edman, 
secretary; Charles Brian, correspond-
ing secretary; and Glenn Cooper, ser-
geant-at-arms. Kevin J. Guinagh con-
tinues as the faculty adviser. 
Harwood has served as president of 
the chapter during the past year . 
Other outstanding officers were Allen 
Pattison, vice-president; Burton Clark, 
treasurer; Edwin Fryer, secretary; 
Leallyn Clapp, corresponding secre-
tary; and Paul Cooper, sergeant-at-
arms. 
Spring Initiat!on May 19 
On Wednesday, President Harwood 
announced plans of the organization 
for the remainder of the year. Eleven 
pledges for the spring quarter, subject 
to the approval of active members, will 
go through hell week ceremonies from ' 
May 13-16. The pledges are: Harry 
Preece, Kansas City, Mo.; Clayton 
Berry, Charleston; Charles Carlock, 
HUGH HARWOOD 
J ohn Harold Snyder, a graduate of 
the college who now makes his home 
in Hammond, Ind., and Miss Lois Faye 
Bounds, also of that city, will be mar-
ried in Hammond June 15. Mr. Snyder 
is a graduate of Charleston high 
school. At EI he starred in football, 
\ 
playing regularly on the team which 
copped the conference championship. 
Miss Bounds received her Bachelor 
of Science degree in home econom'ics 
at Purdue university in 1933. She was 
a Zeta Tau Alpha at the school. At 
the 1934 commencement she was 
awarded the Chi Omega cash award 
for being the outstanding student in 
the school of education. For the past 
year she has been a foods teacher and 
manager of the Technical High School 
Cafeteria at Hammond. 
Mr. Snyder taught in four school 
systems after graduating from EI. He 
I received h'is Bachelor of Science de-gree from the Wharoton School of Fi-
I nance and Commerce at the Univer-
1 
sity of Pennsylvania in 1933. He is a 
memher of B eta Theta Pi. He is now 
I associated with the Northern Indiana 
Public Service Company in the gen- 'i 
eral sales department. He is a son 
of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Snyder, who 
operate the Candy Shop, located on I 
At the annual w AA semi-formal 1 given: the quartet consisting of Eliz-
banquet held Monday evening 'in the abeth Widger, Helen Hall, Glenna 
Practical Arts building, it was an- I Simpson, and Esther Simons sang two 
nounced that Glenna Simpson is next I numbers, Margaret Chamberlain tap 
year's president and Martha Milhol- f danced, and Peggy Fellis gave an 
land is the social chairman-elect. An- I amusing n egro reading. 
other feature of the banquet was the 
awarding of letters to Helen Carver, 
Glenna Simpscn, Catherine Lumbrick, 
Mary Love, Nola Mae Wood, Max'ine 
Kirby, Esther Simons, and Ruth Mill-
Soph Foods Class Is 
Feted by Instructor 
~ I · . . The members orthe sophomore foods 
From this group one or two g1rls are class were entertained at a buffet sup-~elected for the special award emanat- J per Tuesday night at Miss Attebery's 
mg from the faculty committee com- apartment. 
posed of Miss Nath.ile McKay, Miss \ The supper was in charge of Louise 
Florence McAfee, Mlss Mabel Hupp- Cash Alice Cruse Emma Jean Duff 
rich, ~nd Miss Jessie Hunter. Th'is is Caroiyn Maxwell, Edna Abenbrink, and 
~he highest award a girl can achieve Hazel Haskett. The guests were Misses 
m WAA. Clara Attebery, Maxine Harrod, Vic -
The All-American sport, baseball. torine Hackenburg, Mary Bohlen, 
was used as the theme in the after- Kathryn Peterson, Sadie Glover, and 
dinner speeches. After the three Eleanor Peters. 
course dinner in which a blue and gray 
color scheme had been us-ed in the Lo')k for placards saying, "We ad-
decorations, the follow'ing program was I vertise in Teachers College News. 
Ramsey; Milton Siegel, Flora; Thomas 
Heggerty, Fred Wilson and Robert 
Tucker of Newman; Raymond Aber-
Social News in Hues 
nathy; Charleston; Marvin Upton, of Mr. and Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor en-
Champaign; Basil Osborn, Oblong ; tertained Mr. and Mrs. Hobart I. Hell-
the East s'ide of the square. I 
Luncheon Is Given by 1 
Foods Class Thursday TODAY (TUES. ) AND WEDNESDAY-Claudette COLBERT 
and Dane Bouslog, Paris. Formal ini-
tiation services for those pledges who 
pass through the tests of hell week 
and are approved by the active mem-
bers will be held Sunday morning, 
May 19, at the chapter house. 
Two social events remain on the 
fraternity calendar for the spring 
quarter: the annual Spring Formal to 
be given May 17 and a picnic to be 
held some time between May 17 and 
term-end. 
Plan House Improvements 
er, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sloan, chap- Members of the advanced foods class 
erons of the Sunrise Prom, at break- were hostesses at a semi-formal lunch-
fast, after the dance, Saturday morn- eon in the dining room of the Home 
ing. Economics department Thursday, May 
Miss Louise Cameron spent the 2. Their guests were Miss Nathile Me-
week-end at her home in Champaign. Kay, Miss Emma Reinhardt, Miss 
Maude Chambers, Miss Wilhelmina 
P eggy Fellis attended the Passion Jackson, Miss Clara Attebery, Mrs. H. 
Play in Bloomington, last week-end. E. Phipps, Mrs. H. DeF. Widger, Mrs. 
Miss Elizabeth Michael visited her W. J. Awty, Mrs. Kevin J. Guinagh, 
home in Maywood. and Mrs. Harry R. Jackson. 
Eve Walters spent the week-end in The dining room was decorated in 
Casey. red and red tulips were used for cen-
Edwin Fryer was in Xen'ia over the ' terpieces. 
week-end. 1 
Harold Renfro and Milton Seipil Tiny Gosnell and Tink Hooke went 
were in Flora last week-end. home to Lawrenceville, over the week-
Fletcher Bender spent the week-end 1 end. 
in Herrick. I Look for placards saying, "We ad-Bob Murphy visited in Champaign 
1 
t· 
over Sunday. . ver 1se in Teachers College News. 
For next year the new officers plan 
to remodel the third floor of the chap-
ter house, converting it into a sleeping 
dormitory. A dining service is to be 
started next fall, fifteen members hav-
ing already agreed to assist with the 
project. Additional furniture is also 
to be installed. Gifts and purchases 
during the past year have added con-
siderably to the furnishing of the 
house. Dressers were secured last fall. 
several double deck sleeping cots were the publication of a natonal Phi Sigma 
installed last fortnight. Other addi- Epsilon quarterly, The Triangulum. 
tions include: an occasional table and Considerable space was devoted to the 
If Your Shoes Could 
Walk 
a floor lamp, gifts from Orick Wick- local chapter in the winter issue. 
1 ham; a day bed and six dining room The formal initiation ceremonies for 
chairs, gifts from Miss Ruby Harris: the spring quarter pledges on May 19 \ 
two overstuffed davenports, a fireside will be one of the most impressive in 
chair, several wicker chairs and a dav- the history of the local chapter, ac-
enport table, secured through the co- cording to !President Harwood. As it 
operation of President R. G . Buzzard. is to be held on the same week-end as 
Several recreational facilities have the Spring Formal, more than a score 
been introduced during the year, in- of alumni members are expected to be 
eluding a ping pong table and a present, along with the following bon-
wrestling mat. Mr. Harwood is nego- orary members: President R. G. 
tiating for the purchase of a pool table Buzzard, Walter w. Cook, Kevin J. 
at the present time. Guinagh, Charles H. Coleman, Robert 
To Extend Social Program Shiley, S. E. Thomas, Franklyn L. An-
The new officers p~a~ a social pro- , drews, Ernest L. Stover, Dr. w. E. 
gram for nex~ year sumlar to .the one Sunderman, Lewis Linder, F. W. Claar, 
of 1934-35, w1th perhaps an mcrease and Charles E. McMorris. the latter of 
in the number of informal smokers Marshall. 
which are held at the chapter house 
and to which college men other than 
fraternity members are invited. The 
1934-35 social card, by May 17, will 
have included a major dance each 
quarter-Fall Frolic, Pemberton Hall-
Phi Sig Mid-Winter Semi-Formal, and 
Spring Formal-in addition to house 
dances, bridge parties, smokers, and 
picnics. 
Plans are also under way to send a 
large delegation of EI members · to the 
bi-annual conclave of Phi Sigma 
Epsilon which is to be held at Kansas 
City, Mo., during August. It will be 
F letcher's Grocery 
EVERYTHING GOOD 
TO EAT 
Phone 422 403 Lincoln St. 1 
They W()Uld Go to the 
GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP 
to be rebuilt 
W. C. FITZPATRICK 
PHONE 74 
STUART'S 
DRUG STORE 
EAST SIDE SQUARE 
Ice cold, refreshing drinks, sundaes, 
sodas, ice cream. 
VISIT OUR STORE 
We handle Cherry's Ice Cream 
Tooth Pastes, Tooth Brushes and 
Tooth Powders 
and All Toilet Articles 
Stuart's Drug Store 
the first t ime the conclave has been 
held at Kansas City since the fra-
ternity was founded in 1928. At that 
time Alpha of E'mporia, Kansas, Beta of 
Pittsburg, Kansas, and Gamma of 
Kirksville, Mo., met there and formed 
a nucleus that has since grown to 
eleven chapt-ers throughout the middle 
western part of the United States. The 
past year witnessed, for the first time, 
Furste'sAuto Supply 
BAND BOX DRY OLEANING 
· Odorless-No Fading 
No Shrinking 
KIND TO YOUR CLOTHES 
Sunshine Laundry 
PHONE 397 
Buy It For Less at Furste 's 
PHONE 24 
Send your Mother a fine box of Chocolates 
for Mother's Day 
Corner Confectionery 
PHONE 81 
In 
''PRIVATE WORLDS'' 
Joan 
with 
Joel Charles 
BOYER BENNETT McCREA 
THURSDAY ONLY- EVERYONE 10c 
FRIDAY ONLY-
Marlene DIETRICH 
in 
. 
''THE DEVIL IS A WOMAN'' 
with 
Lionel A TWILL- Cesar ROMERO 
SATURDAY ONLY-
Richard DIX 
in ZANE GREY'S 
' 'WEST OF THE PECOS'' 
with 
Martha SLEEPER 
SUNDAY & MONDAY-
BIGGER THAN "HERE 
COMES THE NAVY"! 
AT TH·E REX THEATRE 
FRIDAY & SAT.-
John WAYNE 
in 
"THE MAN 
FROM UTAH" 
SUNDAY & MON.-
Gilbert ROLAND 
Mona BARRIE 
in 
"LADIES LOVE 
DANGER" 
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College Women's Glee Club to Present INews Wins First in Melodramatic Ingredients Employed. 
Annual Concert Friday Night at 8:00 An<~:!~!u!d~~:p~o~test To Embellish Hilarious Faculty Skit 
The College Women's Glee Club will 
present its anual spring formal con-
cert Fr'iday evening in the auditorium 
at 8 o'clock. This year there will be 
no admission charge, thus making it 
possible for a larger number of stu-
dents, faculty and townspeople to at-
tend. 
Each year in connection with the I 
concert, the club brings a gu-est artist. 
Two soloists have been obtained to as-
sist the group this year. Mrs. Nora 
McNeill of Tuscola will sing the so-
prano solo for the cantata, "The Lady 
of Sharlott." This featured selection I 
is based upon Tennyson's famous poem 
of the same name. The music by 
Bendall presents the story of the Lady , 
of Sharlott, who remained in her tow-
er from which she was permitted to 
see the world only through a mirror. 
Once she had looked out of the room II 
to see Sir Lancelot pass by, the spell 
was broken and she was doomed to 
die. 
In addition to Mrs. McNeill's assist-
ance, there will be var'iety in the form 
of a group of numbers by Glenn B-en-
nett from the University of Illinois. 
Mr. Bennett has appeared here on 
various programs, including the an-
nual spring concert of 1933 when he 
was soloist for the Men's Glee Club 
at the University of Illinois, featured 
I 
on the pro,gram for that year. I 
The program to be presented by the 
club is as follows: The Lady of Shar-
lott, a cantata by Bendall to be sung 
by the club assisted by Mrs. Nora Mc-
Ne'ill; How Merrily We Live, by Este, 
and Haste Thee Nymph, by Handel, 
featuring the club; Where 'Ere You 
Walk, from Seinele, by Handel; Clouds, 
by Charles.; I Love Life, by Mana-
zucca, and The Dream, from Manon 
by Massenet, featuring Glenn Ben-
nett; May Night, by Palingreen, Per-
sian Serenade, by Matthews, Dusk in 
June, by Beach, and Follow Me Down 
to Carlow, an Irish folk tune, featur-
ing the club. 
League, Union Heads 
To Be Chosen Today 
Students will vote this morning fol-
lowing chapel exercises to determine 
respective leaders for 1935-36 of the 
Men's Union and the Women's League. 
Candidates for the League office were 
announced last week. They are.: Ruth 
Clapp and Ella Mae Jackson. The 
possibility of a third candidate is im-
minent, since college women will be 
asked to vote their approval of enter-
ing the name of Max'ine Harrod into 
the contest. 
Gerald McNeal and Thomas Cham-
berlin will conte~t for the office of 
New State Officials MacMurray college, J acksonville. The Egyptian and "The Northern" of De-
Kalb tied for second place in the best 
newspaper division. "The Augustana 
Observer" and "The Vidette" of State 
Normal tied for third place. 
Advocates C~nstructive Oriticism 
The chief legislative measure of the 
meeting was concerned with freedom of 
the press. The fo~lowing resolution 
was approved and a copy sent to each 
of the college presidents in the state: 
"We believe in the ultimate education-
al benefits that accrue from the 
recognition of the right of college edi-
to-rs to publish constructive criticisms. 
We do not encomage purposeless and 
malicious comment." 
The two-day session was opened Fri-
day morning at 9 o'clock with a 
speech of welcome by Dean George D. 
Wham, acting-president of Southern 
Discussion Leader - I The Players were not only spectators at production of two one-act plays last Wednesday night, but they also saw 
two kinds of "other sides." 
Fin:t, they were allowed to see what 
actually goes on in the radio broad-
casting studio when a "thriller" is be-
ing broadcast. The scene was all the 
I more on the "other side" since it in-
volved a faculty cast. 
Those appearing behind the micro-
phone in "Love's Whirlwind," a take-
off on a radio skit written by Wini-
fred Beatty Lyon, the former direc-
tor of the Players and member of the 
English department, were: Villain, 
Kevin J. Guinagh; Heroilie, Mrs. F. L. 
Ver wiebe; Hero, Quincy Guy Burris; 
j Hoke, W. S. Angus ; Susan, the maid, 
Miss Harriet Love; Landlord, J. 
1 Glenn Ross; Director, Glenn Seymour; 
and 'off-stage noises,' Robert Shiley. 
1 State Teachers College. Editorial and 
business sections met for discussion at 
9:30. Daniel Bishop, cartoonist for 
A rather unexpected attitude con-
cern'ing the "Dear Departed" was dis-
played by the characters in the one-
act play coached by Mr. Shiley. The 
cast was the same as announced last 
ALEXANDER SUMMERS 
New ICPA Pres~dent I 
the St. Louis Star-Times spoke at one Roy Wilson, editor of the News last 
o'c:ock. He discussed "The Develop- year and assistant editor this year, will 
ment of the Cartoon or Caricature from have an important role in directing week in the News. 
VINOENT KELLY 
, ICPA BusilliCSS Manager 
Alumni Banquet Is 
Presented Saturday 
(Continued from Page 3) 
News flash: Boston censors consid-
ered Sean O'Casey's Within the Gates 
dangerous to the morals ·or taste of 
their community and refused to allow 
its production in that "stronghold of 
ASHBY'S SHOE 
SHOP 
Egyptian Times Through to the I discussion at high school press meet 
American Revolution." Panther Lair Presents 
Special Session Featured 1 H E S h d } . 
Special sessions, dealing with spec- orne c c e u es Sunrise Prom Saturday 
ific phases of journalism, occupied Last 1935 Meeting I -- . 
Friday afternoon. Presiding officers Entertainment assumed something 
were chosen from guest schools, but ac- Th T . L k--- of a laborious aspect-if early morning 
tual direction of discussion was hand- . . e -wm a . es, boats, guests and a I pleasure a.nd hilarity can be called 
led by members of "The Egyptian" piCm~ supper ~Ill form the setting for that-when the Panther Lair presented 
the fmal meetmg of the Home Eco- . . 
staff. Delegat::s left Carbondale at nomic 1 b th' t Th Its Sunrise Prom to a sleepy drawn-4:30 p. m. on a seventy-five mile drive to mots cut thIs . e:~t· f, Pe p~ans are eyed audi"ence Sat mday morning. FUlly 
or o e VlCllll y o ans Tues- t to Paducah, Kentucky, where the din- day evenin M 7 f th . 1 one hundred couples were presen ne~-?a~c.e w~ held: Adv~ibility . of The gen;;al ~~a'irm':n 0 ; ~~:I:~fair 
affillatmg with national JOUrnalistic is Lucille Tho M tt f t T f th h" f . mas. a ers concern-
ra erm Ies was one ~ e c le topics ing transportation, entel'tainment, and 
of com~ent at the dmner. refreshments will be handled by 
Dr. RIChard L. Beyer, head of the de- Juanee Swearingin Hele H ht j 
t t f h' t t C ' n aug on, par men o IS ory a arbondale and and Alice cruse respectively 
adviser of "The Egyptian," spoke on ' · 
the history of college papers in south- I 
ern Illinois to open the Saturday Schooley, Helen Costello, Virginia Cot-
morning program. tet Snider, Leallyn Clapp, Alexander 
Dramatics Group Performs Summers, Lois Cott ingham and Ad-
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North· Side Square 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
Phone 1506 
. Special session~ followed. Resolu- viser and Mrs. F. L. Andre~s. 1 W. C. Peters, Prop. boo a~ coow~oooommtt~9~re l r----------------------------~--~~ in session at 11 a. m. The Strut and 
Fret Little Theatre group at Southern 
presented "He, She and It," and "The 
Pot Boiler" in Socratic hall at 11: 30. 
Delegates were guests at Anthony \ 
hall for the farewell luncheon. Award 
of certificates to contest winners, com-
mittee reports, and election of officers 
were features. 
The News again sent the largest 
delegation of representatives. They 
we·re: Roy Wilson, Harold Cottingham, 
John Wyeth, Paul Bateman, Florence 
Cottingham, Ruth Clapp, Evalyn 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING 
Sf .... __ Southwest Corner Square 
.. 
WHITE 
Comfortable Sandals 
Fabric or Leather 
to 
INVA.A.T'S 
BROWNbiltSHOE STODE 
BALou• CHARLESTON BOY SCOUT 
HOSI E RY ILL . SHO ES 
CUTAWAY SHORTS_ 
No Buttons-No Bind- No Twist- No Pull-
No Excess Fabric to Bulk or Bind-
No Buttons to Bother 
The perfect summer short for maximum comfort with snug, trim fit. 
The all-round NO-BELT waist is another aid to comfort and is guar-
anteed to wear as long as the garment. 
. ANDREWS LUMBER & MILL CO., Inc. I 
- Good Lumber is Worth the Difference I 
These garments are made by Wilson Brothers and 
Munsingwear, and that means underwear per-
fection. 
Linder Clothing Co. ~ 
----
TRY US AND BE CONVINCED 
PHONE 85 
Hart Schaffner & Marx 
and 
Silverstrype Clothes 
ON THE CORNER 
I 
Wilson Brothers 
and 
Arrow Haberdashery 
ace mem-
the 1935 
limbering 
wooden 
fore ·a 
practice 
.· 
gitttt 
·- . 
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QUEEN OF QUEENS » Nona Kenneaster 
is the beautiful co-ed leader of almost all 
of the "queen" events on the Fresno State 
College (Calif.) campus. She captured mid-
western beauty honors by being elected 
que~n of the Drake University (Des Moines 
ld.) relay carnival. 
ACME PHOTO 
Right 
ENTERS . OHIO 
SJ ATE • James 
Un, 25 - year- old 
son of China's 
president1 has just 
enrolled in Ohio 
State University 
(Columbus) 
· to study economics 
and public utility 
organization and 
administration. 
ACME PHOTO 
STRAINING FOR THE TAPE, three University .___...u 
of Southern California (Los Angeles) speedsters 
blank the U_niversity of California in the 440-_yard 
dash event m a recent dual meet. Southern Cali-
fornia won the meet with a 10-poirit margin. 
ACME PHOTO 
Right 
A PERFECT 
VAULT ,.· J. B. 
White, of Oxford 
University (Engl<md), 
scrapes the ~r as 
he goes over for a 
try at the record. 
KEYSTONE PHo'ro 
Below 
VERY BUSINfSS_ 
UKEI · • Virginia 
Kingsberry, junior in 
the dePdrtment of 
business administra-
tion dt Texas Chris~ 
tian University (Fort 
Worth), has been 
named "Miss Busi-
ness" by her class-
mates. · 
' 
Ri~ht . OM 
GRAND CANYON NOW A CLASSRO 
• Amy Thompson Arizon• St•te College (FI•g-
st•ff) student, loo~ over sites th•t will be used 
by students in summer geology courses. 
Right 
OUfEN •Mdry 
M cG;/f, Ch; 
Ome.sd, will 
reign dS Miss 
Trdnsy/vdnid dt 
the Mdy Ody 
exercises dt the 
Lexington, Ky., 
institution. 
Right 
OUEEN OF 
HEARTS ,. 
· Thdt's the title 
voted to Ritd 
Riley by the stu-
dents of Hen-
derson Stdte 
College (Ark-
ddelphid, Ark.). 
Winner, 13 National 
and Olympic Titles 
SCULliNG 
Btu Mn.rnr 
- .l ounels fot ,.~ baS~ok~ . 
. o~e~~ho . 
ha.tnpionsbtp g 
Ge3 S~,c 
The mild cigarette the athletes smoke 
is the mi~ cigarette for YOU l 
A cigarette so mild you can ~oke all 
you want- that's what athlet~say about 
Camels. And when ·a champion talks 
about" u condition",.- '-wind"'- healthy 
nerves-real tobacco mildness-be's got 
to know. 
Gene Sarazen says: "Playing as much 
as I do - I ha11e to keep in condition. I 
smoke Camels steadily. They are so mild 
they never get my •wind~- never upset 
my nerv:es." 
Other-athletes-back-him up .... "l smoke . · 
all the Camels I want, and keep in top 
condition," says Mel Ott, slugger- of the 
New York Giants. · ... Georgia Coleman, 
I Olympic diver, says: .. Camels don•t cut 
SO MILD 
down on -my 'wind.~" ... Bill Miller, oars-
man; Jim Lancaster, N. V. U/s 1934 · 
basketball captain; John Skillman, pro 
squasli racquets champion- hundreds 
of ~ports stars smoke Camels regularly 
and report that Camels never get their 
"wind, or nerves. 
What this mildness 
means to yoa! 
I 
It means you can smoke. Camels ali you 
want! Athletes have made this diScovery: 
Camel's costlier tobaccos are s0 mild, 
they_ can ·smoke all they · plea,se, without 
disturbing their •• Wind •• or nerves. HEALTHY NERVES, 
11WlND," lNIR~Y-Coodition is important to yo~ too, 
whe~ever you are- on vaca~ in the office, at home. You can .keep .. in con-
dition," yet smoke all you please. Athletes say: "Camel.s never get your wind." 
COSTLIER 
TOBACCOS! 
e Camels · are made from finer, MORE EXPENSlVE TOBACCOS , ' 
-Turkish and Domestic-than any other popular brand.· 
· (Signed) R.J. REYNOLD& TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N.C. 
@ 1~. R. J. ReyaoJds Tob. Co. 
f 
·MODEL 
·L E A G U E 
MEETS • A view 
of the general ses-
sions of the col-
legiate Model 
League of Nations 
meetins . at New. 
York University 
{New York City). 
;;~~~~ A NEW KIND OF 
CHAMPION • 
Opa I Peters was 
named the posture 
champion at Rollins 
College (Winter 
Park, Fla.) in a com-
petition conducted 
by the physical edu-
cation department. 
"VERTICAL.. FARMING is ex-
plained to Secretary of Agricul-
ture Wallace (Leh) by William J. 
Hutchins, president of· Berea Col-
lege in the eastern Kentucky moun-
tains, where "how-to-farm-<lt~a-50~ 
degree-angle" is taught. 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
R[Bht 
STEVE-NS STOPS 
FAST AlTACK ,. Ed 
Otockt~, Stevens Insti-
tute of Technology 
(Hoboken, N. J.) 
goalie, successfully re-
pulses a swift drive by 
the lafdyette College 
(Easton, Pa.) lacrosse 
team. 
WIDE WORLD PHOTO 
Left 
SHOOTING AT 
ST A ROOM • This 
quintet of George 
Washington Universi~ 
(Washington, D. C.) 
. co-eds are contenders 
for the national col-
legiate women's title. 
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO 
,. 
YALE HEAD 
ThE: start of d Ia 
a goal for th' 
Bermudd mdtCI 
chester Regime 
SUCH GRATITUDE\ • University of 
Washington varsity crewmen "dunk" Cox-
swain Morry after he successfully piloted 
this group of Husky sophomores to a win 
over the University of California oarsmen. 
ACME PHOTO 
Right FLAMil'lG LIGHTl'lll'lG is cre-
ated by California Institute of 
Technology (Los Angeles) electro-
scientists to inaugurate the first 
million-volt laboratory ever con-
structed. The arc is 40 feet long. 
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO 
WORLD RECORD HOLDER for the 60-
yard indoor high hurdles, Kenneth Sand-
bach, Purdue ace, prepares for a strenuous 
campaign against existing outdoor records. 
UNIVERS ITY.O F IOWA 
PICTURE OF THE WEEK RULES: F ive dollars is paid each week to college students ~d 
faculty members whose pictures are select ed by Collegiate D igest as the best that it receives 
from amateur photographers. Any photo submitted is eligible for publication in Co~iate 
Digest at regular rates. Prin t name, institution, name and size of camera, kind of film used, 
and time of apo5ure on back of photo. Address entries to : Picture of the Week, CoJlegiate 
Digest, Box 472, Madison, Wis. 
DEMONSTRATOR » Chemistry 
students at Bates College (Lewiston 7. 
Me.) perform public experiments in 
their well-equipped labora~6ries in 
the science building. 
NEW V. M. f. COACH • Frank Carek, fo rmer 
University o~ Illinois star, has ?e:n. app~i~ted 
·head wrestlmg mentor at V 1rgm1a Mtl1to rv 
Insti tute (Lexington) PAUL sToNE-RAYMOR PHoTo 
NEW PHOTOELASTICITY DEVICE ,. Dr. Nicholds 
Alexander, of Rhode Island State ~oltege · (Kingston), · 
vented this machine for photographing the elastici txv 
woods and metals. · 
BEST TALKER )) LaVerne Whitener 
is champion debate; at Louisiana· 
St.ate Normal (Natchitoches). 
POPULARITY WINNER ,. Lo Ree K 
New Mexico State College president 
daughter, has just been selected to rei 
over May Day acti.vities at that school. · 
BALANCING THE BUDGET lor the annua ! Engineers' Day at ·the UniversitY of Mi nnes?td 
(Minneapolis) is· a tough job, so the general arrangements comm ittee g<'~ out its· giant sl1de 
rule to do a little ~guring. · 
PRAaiCAL LES-
SONS in copy desk 
work are given Uni-
vers ity of Oklahoma 
(Norman) students by 
Morris Moore (/eft), 
city editor of Okla-
homa City Times. 
DEBATERS )) Prof. 
D. Menchofer (right) 
these Michigan State 
liege (tast Lansin g) de-
to many victories in a 
eastern tour. · 
. 
BEST DESIGNER ,. Wini-
fred Hermann, Hamline Uni-
versity (St. Paul, Minn.), 
models dress she created to 
nation-wide competi-
DISCOVERER OF NEW STAR, Robert 
Lewis, 17-year-old high school boy, will 
continue his astronomical researches at the 
University of South Carolina (Columbia). 
OUTSTANDING "JOES" • The Very Rev. J. M. 
Noonan, president of Niagara University (N. Y.), con-
gratulates F. J. Kantak (left) and W .. E. Furey upon winning· 
titles of "Joe Athlete" and "Joe Senior" . 
. I 
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Son of a Montana circ11it co11rl judge ~ho had owned and lost a cattle ranch, Frank J. Cooper 
went to Grinnell to-become an artist. An early taste for the companionship of horses, inarticllla~'e 
like himself, defeated this aim. Hence, ironically, he is now a talkie star, newly married to Ver-
onica Balfe, Sandra Shaw of a brief film career, and he is to be seen next itt uNew Di11orce," a 
title not of his choosing. 
· IN SEPTEMBER, 1922, Frank J. Cooper of 
Helena, Montana, a lad possessing over six feet 
of taut grace, enrolled at Grinnell College in 
Iowa .. A complete greenhorn, he signed up to 
take Greek and Spanish the same semester, se-
cured a meal job at the Poweshiek Cafe, and 
started ·to pursue a college career of tenacious 
silence and reserve that was broken only at the 
insistence of his classmates who, learning he was 
a western horseman, made him play a frisky 
maverick from time to time. 
On o ne of these occasions he decked himself 
in a ten-ga llon Stetson and Jed the torchlight 
parade on horseback, his plainsman ye lls giving 
new Aavor to the affair· On another he blacked 
up as a Numidian guard and stood outside o f the 
Egyptian temple background erected for the 
senior banquet, but all these appearances he 
made under prot~st. He preferred to remain in 
his room to fret over Spanish and Greek, a com-
bination that confounded him mightily. 
N·ow irrevocably called Cowboy Cooper, he 
failed in his sophomore y~ar to make the cast of 
O'Neill's Beyond the Horizon; led a student 
raid on a five-gallon can of apple cider he had 
himself, as Saturday handy-man, pressed out for 
Prof. H . W. Tatlock's Halloween party; ar1d 
was. chos-en art edrtor of the yearbook, Cyclone. 
On el~~tto~ to Chrestomathia Litl ~ cl'!,b with the 
motto Soctety That Develops N\en, Cowboy 
Cooper fell in love with a campus vocalist for 
whose company there was much competition1 all 
of which the taciturn sophomore compldely 
eliminated. When he proposed rnarrioge, she 
sent him west to find a job. 
In the course of seriously preparing to return 
to her like lochinvar, he drew cartoons a year 
for a Helena newspaper; then hastened to Holly-
wood where, he had heard, he could make 
$7.50 a d<JY ridrns rn horse operas. Needing an 
inexpensive, untalkative cowboy for Winning of 
Barbara Worth, Sam Goldwyn singled Cooper 
out trom a posse of cowhands. The. cameras 
showed Gary to be Owen Wister s Virginian 
come to life. 
HE MET Clara Bow in Wings, and the college 
romance disappeared in the resultant electricity. 
After Farewell to Arms, critics began to write 
about Cooper as an actor. 
In 1931 Gary paid the way of a Montana 
student through Grinnell. In 1929 he returned to 
the campus to stammer through a Aashy Home-
coming celebration that conferred on him a 
bewildering burst of glory. 
DID YOUR CAMPUS produce a personality who is now prominent in the radio, motion picture, stage, art, business-, 
or political world! If you want to see that personality the subject of a "Spotlighter" thumbnail sketch, write The 
Spotlighter, Collegiate Digest, P. 0 . Box 47~. Madison, Wis. One dollar will be paid for ~h acceptable picture sut, 
mitted. in addition to one dollar for acceptable authentic anecdotes about the famed of today. 
'Wage peace, ' ' Norman Thomas tells Temple University demonstr~tors. John· Roosevelt, youngest ron of President, 
laughs at Harvard protestors. 
University of Chicd 
anti-peace enthusi 
mass to egg the a 
war paraders. 
Joseph lmpdra leads University of lowcJ's 
League for the Ptqmotion of War. 
7 
J 
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DEMANDED HIS RETURN ·when "Skipper" Spencer, 
ran conductor of the intercampus street-car line at the University of 
nnesota (Minneapolis), was transferred by company of~cials to another 
FLAG WAVING and 
"red" speech making 
are to be forced off the 
University of California 
(Los Angeles) campus, 
says Vigilante leader 
Remington Olmstead, 
as he drives home a 
point in his anti-radical 
campaign. 
ACME PHOTO 
Left 
BEST STUDENT »Rua-
mie Hill, a Gamma 
Phi Beta at University 
of Denver, is pr.esident 
of Kedros, the highest 
woman's scholastic 
honor obtainable at the 
Colorado school. 
ONE AGAINST A WHOLE TEAM .,. Sir G eorge A . Thomas played members of the 
Oxford Univers ity (Eng land) chess clu b simulta neously and single-handed, but our 
correspondent forgot to tell us how the match turned out. GLOBE PHOTo 
IT'S A CIRCUS • That's whdt these students in the Moscow 
Circus School (Russia) say about their classes m tight-rope 
walking. The state pays for this training, too. 
SOVFOTO 
GAS MASKS AND WET HANDKERCHIEFS were added to the 
classroom equipment at Creighton University (Omaha, Neb.) during 
the recent midwestern dust storms. Here is a well-protected co-ed 
~dministering first aid to a not so fortunately equipRed classmate. 
HIS HIGHNESS, Drum Major . 
Neblett, University of Mississippi , 
onstrates the correct aloofness ford 
cessful marching maestro. 
Left 
MAY QUEEN ,. And there's no 
be about Frances Louise MeG~ 
the most Epular woman at e 
versity of elaware (Newark , for 
also presi ent of the senior )ass. 
Puzzl~ Exp erts 
AND it wasn 't just skullduggery,_ either, Dr. 
W . D. Hinsdale 84-year-old University of 
Michigan (Ann Arbor) archeologist, will tell 
you when he starts to talk about the mysterious 
perforated Indian skulls which were recently unearthed in a 
pre-historic Indian burying Rround near Flat Rock, Michigan. 
- In tact, Dr. Hinsdale believes- that som~ ancient superstition 
was res-ponsible for the perforations, and he is convinced that 
they were made after death as, in no case, is there the slightest 
bit of evidence of healing 
Despite the fact that the- skulls are usually th~ more interesting 
to the layman, Dr. Hinsdale: puts in his vote for the perfora ted 
leg bones. No de~nite re.dSOn for the boring of these holes is 
known, but one theory is that the skeletons, or portions thereof, 
were strung together like doll.s and used for magical or religious 
purposes at ceremonials. 
The perforations found in the Michigan skulls are not to be 
confused with the trephined skulls often found amongst ancient 
remains. The practice of trephining consisted in removing a 
disc or "button" from a bone, leavin_g a hole the shape of the 
piece removed, while the skulls and bones being studied by 
Dr. Hinsdale have round holes that were undoubtedly bored or 
drilled. T rephinins was practiced in ancient surgical and rei ig-
ious rites, and pertormed on living persons. 
C 1936, R. J. 
Reynolds Tob. Co, 
e FRED CK HEATH- DICAL Heath says: "I'm in first year 
of medical school now, with the idea of specializing in neuro-surgery. 
Anatomy 'lab' takes three afternoons a week. Tuesdays and Thursdays-
embryology. I spend three mornings a week on bio-chemistry, three on 
physiology 'lab' and lectures. And I have to face an exam in about one 
subject pet week.. I relieve the strain by smoking Camels. I prefer Camels, 
because when I'm feeling tired or distracted they unlock m.y supply of 
energy- 5090 refresh me. Camels are extremely mild. Not just mild-
tasting, but really mild. They never tire my taste or get on my nerves. 
Camels taste so good 'I'd walk a mile for a Camel! •" 
SOCIAL LEADER. "The min-
ute I begin to feel tired, I 
stop and smoke a Camel," says 
Mrs. Ludlow Whitaker Stevens. 
of New York. "Fatigue disap-
pears. It's remarkable the way 
Camels renew your energy," 
STA. PITCKER. "f like 
Camels, and I've found that after 
a hard pme a Camel helps me 
to eet back my energy,'' says 
Carl Hubbell, star pitdl~r of the 
N. Y ~Giants. ''Camels;are »miJd 
'hey never ru11le my nerves.•.-
PROTEST OUST-
lNG OF EDITOR 
• Columbia Uni-
versity students 
struck whenSpec-
tator Editor James 
Wechsler was di-
vested of his edi-
torial authority. 
Below 
"TYPICAL WELLESLEY CO-ED" 
_ » Barbara Sellars was given this 
honor by her classmates in the 
1935 elections. 
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO 
Right · 
CO-ED POLO STAR » Arlene 
Coryell is a. stellar member of the 
Cornell University (Ithaca, N. Y.) 
women's polo team. 
• u s 1 v e 0 
'Vfj HEN the Un iv~rsity of Wi sconsi-n (Maofson) box 
West Virginia University (Morgantown) ' ri~men a 
held before 9,500 spectators in the Badge r He 
generally acclaimed as the winners of the mythical 
championships. The Badgers won the West Virgin 
score of 6 to 2, after previously down!n.g:- Syrdcuse I 
time national champions, by a like score: I he Wisco 
exclusive pictures are not wea ring jersies. . 
Cham • 1 ons 
; Left 
: STAR RIDER ,. 
· Frances Ashurst 
takes her horse 
over a jump on 
the Alabama 
Polytechnic Insti-
tute (Auburn) 
riding course. 
Right 
MAYOUEEN » 
Jane W iII i am s, 
Kappa Alph a 
Theta at Duke Uni-
versity (Durham, 
N.C.), will reign 
over the tradi-
tional May Day 
ceremonies. 
ACME PHOTO 
COLLEGE FLYERS. GREETED BY SEN. McADOO ~ lntercollesiate Flying Club ofRcers 
w ho met in Washington included (L toR) M. W. Doman, William and Mary; W. D. Strohmeier · 
Amherst; Mary Kimball, Smith; Sen. McAdoo; R. 0. Jacobs, Minnesota. · ACME PHOTO 
0 u t s 
The Chime Rinoer Martin A . Husing 
;;, ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY 
"PIOURE OF THE WEEK .. RULES ,. Each week Collegiate Digest 
features one picture as the best that it receives from amateur photog-
raphers who are college or university faculty members or students. 
Five dollars is paid the winner of each week's contest. Any photo sub-
mitted is eligible for publication in Collegiate Digest at its regular rates. 
HORSESHOEING is 
part of the Bristol Uni-
versity course in metal-
lurgy taken by these 
two co-eds in the 
English institutioh. 
GLOBE PHOTO 
CHAMPIONS ,. The 
Wesleyan University(Mid-
dletown, Conn.) Glee 
Club recently won the 
New England Intercol-
legiate Glee Club Con-
test staged at Portland, 
Me. A unanimous de-
cision of the judges gave 
the Wesleyan gr_oup, 
which is under the direc-
tion of Gustave T egnell 
(In Inset), the prize. 
A PLEA FOR INTERNATIONAL J>EACE is addressed to 
the students of the -University of Florida (Gainesville) by the 
world's .king of speed, Sir Malcolm Campbell. · 
SCOFANG at scientists' 
fears, Bruce Gillespie, 
University of Minnesota 
(Minneapolis) graduate 
student, downs a long 
drink of "heavv water." 
THIS PlaURE WAS MADE IN TOTAL DARKNESS • A special plate sensitive to infra-
red rays was used by the Ohio State University (Columbus) department of .photography in taking ~ 
this unusual photo. Heat radiating from an ordinary electric iron produced the images. The heat 
rays hit the pitcher with varying degrees of intensity and produced the contrast caught by- the 
camera. 
Printed by Alco Gravure Inc., Chicago, Ill. 5391.3-30 
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ACME PHOTO 
In I!J2 5 Charles Starrett, halfback, had his six feet two inches recorded jot· the Dartmouth AEGIS 
as a member of the natio11al championship Gree11 eleven. Psi U' s later saw Brother Starrett in furs, 
seal huntiw.g in a movie called "The Viking.'' Sans fur suit, he is now film hero to Jean Muir. Pat 
Paterson, and Virginia Bruce, newest ladies of the screen. 1 
CHARLES ROBERT STARRETT was sent from 
Athol, Massachusetts, to Dartmouth in 1920 to 
study commerce and prepare for an office in the 
L. S. Starrett Tool Company, his Father's money-
making firm . T_bis aim in life Charlie postponed 
by pursuing a consuming three-year ambition to 
~in a "D" in football. The ambition was not 
fulfilled until his senior year when he took a 
forward pass and strode Fifty yards for a touch-
down through Cornell . Tl1e final score was 
Dartmouth 63, Cornell 13, but it was · the bright-
est afternoon in Charlie's life and the last of the 
Saturday massacres that had ~ade the ·1925 
Dartmouth team national champions. 
Long-limbed and long-armed, Charl ie won 
two "D's" in .swimming and pleased his fraternity, 
·Psi Upsilon, by being elected to Green Key 
and Casque and Gauntlet. 
RICHARD DIX was making "The Ouarter-
back" in New York. Looking for summer jobs, 
Charlie and a handful of Dartmouth athletes 
applied for, and got, jobs furnishing the- back-
ground. Director Fred Newmeyer told Charlie 
that he. had a face. that would be. just dandy, 
indeed, in the movies, but he'd have to learn to 
act to get nearer the cameras. 
This advice Charlie took seriously, ln a sad 
family conference he renounced profitable tool-
making and departed for the hurly-burly ·of a 
stock actor's life in West Vi rginia, Cincinnati, and 
lndianapol is. 
BACK IN NEW YORK, trained, he played in 
two Broadway shows that opened and closed 
with sickening thuds. V arrick Frissell took him 
to Labrador to act a snow-driven seal hunter. 
Then Paramount put him in Miriam Hopkins' Rrst 
Rim, "Fast and Loose.·· In it he was a poor but 
honest auto mechanic who went swimming 
every night. A swimming suit was no new 
garment to Charlie. He tamed fast-and-loose 
Miss Hopkins so handsomely that he won a 
contract. But for that pact he would have gone 
with Frissell on a second picture expedition 
North. The boat blew upi Frissell and most of 
the actors died in the tragedy. 
In Hollywood Charlie Starrett has played in 
a half dozen football epics and has been poor 
but firm with spoiled daughters like Mary · 
Brian, Saffy Eifers, Carafe lombard, and SaHy 
Blane. In "Sons of Steel'' and Warner's "De-
sirable," he is getting away from strong, silent 
stuff. To Chari ie, his wife, formerly Mary 
McKinnon of Athol, and twin sons, this is good 
news. 
DID YOUR CAMPUS produce a personality who is now prominent in the radio: motion picture, stage, art, business, 
or political world? If you want to ·see that per~ality t~e subject of a ·~tlight.er" thumbnail sketch, .write The 
Spotlighter, Collegiate Digest, P. 0. Box 4j2, MadtsO~, Wis. One- dollar will be pard for each acceptable picture sub-
mitted, in addition to one dollar for acceptable authentic anecdotes about the famed of today. 
CHAMPION BIG 10 GYMNAST » Wettste in of the Un· 
versity of Iowa (Iowa City) won the title of best all-
gymnast and First on the side horse in the Big 10 meet at 
University of Illinois. 
CHOSEN AT AN ALL 
STUDENT ELEGION 
Catheryne Wilbur reign ~ 
as the Miss Un iversity o 
Chattanooga on the Ten 
nessee institution's campu· 
thh year. She's d senio 
and me[llber of Pi Betc 
Phi. 
Left 
UP 'N OVER » Le< 
Haring, Emporia Teachers 
College (Kan .) stella 
hurdler, steps out in fr~n 
to win the Kansas (,r 
Athletic Club hurdle 
event. Haring holds th~ 
Central Conference rec 
ord of 14.6, af7ld finishe( 
among the six finalists. i1 
the national collegJat 
meet in Los Angeles. 
